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Description 

Field of tlie Invention 

5 [0001] The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for executing programs of a first system on a sec- 
ond system and, more particularly, to a method and apparatus for emulating a first operating system and hardware plat- 
form on a second operating system and hardware platform. 

Background of the Invention 
10 

[0002] A recuning problem in computer systems is that of executing, or running, programs written for a first compu- 
ter system having a first hardware platform, that is. processor, memory and input/output devices, on a second computer 
system having a second and different hardware platform. The problem is compounded when the second computer sys- 
tem, as is frequently the case, uses a second operating system which may be substantially different from the operating 

15   system of the first system. 
[0003] This problem usually occurs when a user or a manufacturer of computer systems is attempting to move 
application programs from a first system to a second system to upgrade or update the computer system while, at the 
same time, preserving the user's investment in application programs and data created through the application pro- 
grams. This situation may arise, for example, when moving application programs from one proprietary system, that is. 

20   a system having an operating system and hardware platform which is particular to one manufacturer, to another propri- 
etary system OR when moving application programs from a proprietary system to a "commodity" system, that is, a sys- 
tem having a hardware platform and operating system which is used by many manufacturers. 
[0004]     The problems arising from moving application programs from a first system to a second system arise from 
the fundamental functional structure of the systems and from the interactions and inteh^elationships of the functional 

25   elements of the systems. 
[0005] Computer systems are constructed as layered levels of functionality wherein the three principal layers in any 
system are, from top to bottom, the user programs, the operating system and the hardware "platform". The user pro- 
grams provide the primary interface to the users and provide the functions and operations to control the system in per- 
forming the specific operations desired by the user to perform the user's work, such as word processing, spread sheets, 

30 and so forth. The hardware is comprised of the central processing unit, the memory and the input/output devices, such 
as displays, printers, disk drives and communications devices, which actually perform the required operations at the 
detailed level. 
[0006] The operating system is functionally located "between" the user programs and the hardware and is com- 
prised of a set of programs and routines that control the overall operations of the system and a set of routines that con- 

35 trol the detailed operations of the hardware as necessary to manage and execute the operations directed by the 
applications programs. In this regard, the operating system is frequently comprised of two functional layers. One layer, 
frequently referred to, for example, as the "executive" level, interfaces with the applications programs and is comprised 
of a set of programs and routines and data structures which create operations referred to as "processes" or "tasks" 
which execute, at a high level, the operations required by the user programs. The "executive" level also includes a set 

40 of programs, routines and data structures that are used to manage and execute the operations required by the applica- 
tion programs and which generate requests to the lower level of the operation system. 
[0007] The lower level of the operating system, frequently referred to as the "kernel", interfaces with the hardware 
elements of the system and is comprised of a set of routines, frequently refen-ed to as "drivers" or "servers", for detailed 
control of the operations of the system hardware. The kernel routines receive the requests for operations from the exec- 

45   utive level and in turn direct the detailed operations of the system hardware elements. 
[0008] The basic problem in moving an application program from a first system to a second system arises because, 
although the system is comprised of separate functional layers, the characteristics of each functional layer and of the 
functions and operations performed by each functional layer are affected by the characteristics and functions of at least 
the next lower layer That is, the application programs are written to take maximum advantage of the characteristics and 

50 features of the executive level of the operating system. The executive level of the operating system, in turn, is designed 
to take maximum advantage of the characteristics and features of the kernel level of the operating system while the ker- 
nel level is simltariy designed not only to carry out the operations and functions required by the executive level but is 
influenced by the characteristics and functional features of the system hardware devices. 
[0009] It is apparent, therefore, that the characteristics of a system as viewed by an application program are influ- 

55 enced by features and functions of the system from the executive level of the operating system down to the actual hard- 
ware elements of the system. As a consequence, and even though systems are designed to maintain the maximum 
dear separation and independence between functional layers, a functional layer created for one system, such as an 
application program or an operating system, will rarely be compatible vtntti or function with a functional layer firom 
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another system. 
[0010] The two primary approaches taken in the prior art for moving an application program from a first system to 
a second system are the recompitation of the application program to run on the second system directly and the emula- 
tion of the first system on the second system so that the application program can be run unchanged on the second sys- 

5 tem. While it is very common for an application program to be recompiled to run on a second system, this approach 
frequently essentially requires the recreation or rewriting of the application program if the two systems are sufficiently 
dissimilar, which requires a very substantial investment in man-hours. In addition, many application programs cannot 
be successfully recompiled onto a second system because the second system simply cannot support the operations 
required by the application program. 

10 [0011] The present invention is concerned, however, with the second approach to moving an application program 
from a first system to a second system, that is, the emulation of the functionality of the first system on the second sys- 
tem in such a manner as to allow the application program to run unchanged on the second system as if the second sys- 
tem were, in fact, the first system. 
[0012]    The systems of the prior art have in general taken two approaches to emulating a first system on a second 

15   system wherein the two approaches differ in the level of the system at which the emulation is performed, that is, the level 
of the second system at which the transition occurs between the functionality of the first system and the functionality of 
the second system. 
[0013] In the first approach, a layer of interpretive programs are interposed between the application programs and 
the operating system of the second system, that is, between the application programs and the execute level of the sec- 

20 ond operating system, The Interpretive programs operate to translate each call, command or instruction of an applica- 
tion program into an operation or series of operations of the second operating system which are the equivalent of the 
operations of the first operating system that would have been performed in response to the same calls, commands or 
instructions from the application program. 
[0014] While this approach seems straightforward, it frequently results in severe performance penalties because all 

25 operations must now be peribrmed through yet another layer of programs with the resulting increase in time required to 
perform each operation. In addition, many operations that would have been performed as a single operation in the first 
operation system may have to be performed by several operations in the second operating system, again resulting in a 
performance penalty. 
[0015] In the second approach, the transition between the functionality of the first operating system and the func- 

30 tionality of the second operating system is made at a very low level in the second system by moving the executive level 
and the upper portions of the kernel level of the first operating system onto the second system and providing new kernel 
level routines to interface the hardware elements of the second system. This approach again frequently results in sig- 
nificant performance penalties because of the added layer of programs, this time at the interface between the first oper- 
ating system kernel level and the second system hardware elements, and because operations that the first kernel may 

35 have performed as a single operation with respect to a first system hardware element may now have to be peribrmed 
by many operations with respect to the second system hardware elements. 
[0016] An emulation system which is exemplary for the prior art is described in the European Patent Application 
EP-A- 0 543 610 in which different kinds of data processing system environments can be implemented concurrently to 
allow application programs for different kind of systems to run concurrently within a single system. For this purpose, the 

40 data processing system includes emulation means for emulating concun-ently each of the different kinds of system envi- 
ronments to a system control program (operating system). This facilitates the sharing of resources or communication 
between the application programs. The disclosed example shows an IBM PS/2 personal computer into which a PC- 
DOS is installed and an IBM PS/65 personal computer into which the Japanese DOS Operating System is installed. 
These two PCs are different from each other in the keyboard layout (for English users and Japanese users, respec- 

45 tively), in the resolution of the display unit, access method, 1/0 functions and also in the basic input/output system 
(BIOS). For example, a function not provided to a BIOS for the PS/2 Is provided to a BIOS for the PC/55 or the same 
interface becomes a request for different function between the BIOS for the PS/2 and the BIOS for the PS/55. Thus the 
emulation means which are provided in the system control program are effective for emulating each of the different 
kinds of system environments concun-ently according to data associated with each application program which defines 

50   the system environment to be emulated for that application program. 

Summary of the Invention 

[0017]     The present invention provides an emulator and a method for emulating a first data processing (DP) system 
55   on a second DP system basically by applying the features laid down in the characterizing portion of the independent 

claims 1 and 6. 
[0018] The first DP system includes a user level, an executive level, an input/output level and a hardware platform, 
wherein the user level includes at least one user program and at least one executive program for managing operations 
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of the first data processing system and the hardware platform Includes first system input/output devices, including a first 
system memory. The executive level includes at least one user task performing user level program operations and at 
least one executive task performing executive program operations and the user and executive tasks generate requests 
for first system input/output operations. The input/output level includes a plurality of Input/output tasks, wherein each 

5 input/output task corresponds to a first system Input/output device and performs input/output operations in response to 
the input/output requests. The input/output tasks control corresponding first system input/output devices, which perform 
input/output operations in response to the corresponding input/output tasks. 
[0019] The emulator and the emulation metiiod of the present invention executes on the second data processing 
system and includes a second system user level process executing in a user level of the second data processing sys- 

10 tern, wherein the second system user level process includes the first system user level program, the first system exec- 
utive program, and the first system user and executive tasks. The present invention further includes an emulator level 
interposed between the second system user level process and a kernel level, wherein the emulator level contains a plu- 
rality of pseudo device drivers. Each pseudo device driver corresponds to a first system input/output device and tiie ker- 
nel level, includes a plurality of kernel processes, each kernel process corresponding to a pseudo device driver. The 

15 second system hardware platform includes a plurality of second system input/output devices, wherein each second sys- 
tem input output device con*esponds to a kemel process. 
[0020]     Each combination of a pseudo device driver, a con^esponding kemel process and a corresponding second 
system input/output device executes in a second system process and emulates tiie operations of a con^esponding first 
system input/output task and the corresponding first system input/output device. 

20   [0021]    According to the present invention, the pseudo device drivers are constructed of a plurality of pseudo device 
queues, a return queue and a queue manager. 
[0022] Each pseudo device queue con^esponds to a pseudo device driver and includes a device queue frame for 
each input/output request directed to the corresponding first system input/output device, wherein each device queue 
frame contains the request directed to the corresponding input/output device. Each kemel process is responsive to a 

25 request stored in a device queue frame of the corresponding pseudo device queue for reading the Input/output request 
from the device queue frame and controlling the con^esponding second system input/output device in executing the 
input/output request. 
[0023] The return queue includes a return queue firame for each input/output request executed by a kernel process, 
wherein each kernel process is responsive to the completion of the execution of an input/output request for writing a 

30   request result into a return queue frame of the return queue. 
[0024] The pseudo device queue manager responsive to each input/output request generated by a task for writing 
the input/output request into the pseudo device queue corresponding to the first system input/output device that the 
Input/output request is directed to and to each return queue frame in the return queue for providing the request result 
to the task which generated the corresponding input/output request. 

35 [0025] Each input/output request generated by a task is associated with an input/output instruction and the pseudo 
device queue manager further includes an instruction monitor for detecting first system input/output instructions and 
generating a input/output instruction output indication upon the occurrence of an input/output instruction. The pseudo 
device queue manager further includes a queue write mechanism tiiat is responsive to an input/output instruction Indi- 
cation from the instruction monitor for writing the associated input/output request into the pseudo device queue corre- 

40   spending to the first system input/output device to which the input/output request is directed. 
[0026] The pseudo device queue manager also includes a queue read mechanism that is responsive to the writing 
of a return queue frame into tiie return queue for reading the request result from the return queue from and providing 
the request result to Uie task that generated the corresponding input/output request. 
[0027] Each pseudo device queue further includes a queue header, which includes a semaphore settable by the 

45 queue manager when writing a queue frame to the pseudo device queue by the queue manager. Each kernel process 
is responsive to the setting of the semaphore in the queue header of the con^esponding pseudo device queue for read- 
ing tiie corresponding queue firame from the pseudo device queue and for setting the semaphore when reading a queue 
frame from the pseudo device queue and the queue manager and the kernel process corresponding to a pseudo device 
queue are responsive to the semaphore of the queue header to inhibit writing a queue frame into the pseudo device 

50 queue and reading a queue frame from the pseudo device queue when a queue frame Is being written to and read from 
the pseudo device queue. 
[0028] Other features, objects and advantages of the present invention will be understood by those of ordinary skill 
in the art after reading the following descriptions of a present implementation of the present invention, and after exam- 
ining the drawings, wherein: 

55 
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Brief Description of the Drawings 

[0029] 

5 Fig 1. is a block diagram of certain aspects of a first system which is to be emulated on a second system; 
Fig. 2 is the emulation mechanism of the present invention as implemented on a second system; 
Fig. 3 presents details of the pseudo device deiver mechanisms of the present invention; 
Fig. 4 presents the internal structure of the queues of the emulation mechanisms of the present invention; 
Fig. 5 represents the memory spaces of the first system as Implemented on the emulating second system; 

10        Fig, 6 represents a virtual address of the first system; 
Fig. 7 represents the mapping of the memory spaces of the first system into the memory spaces of the second sys- 
tem; and, 
Fig. 8 Is the address translation mechanism and memory space mapping mechanism of the emulation mechanism. 

15   Detailed Description 

[0030] Refening to Fig. 1, therein are illustrated certain aspects of a first system which is to be emulated on a sec- 
ond system. The system represented In Fig. 1 and in the following discussions may be, for example, a DPS6 system 
running the GCOS6 operating system and the second system, upon which the first system is to be emulated, may be. 

20 for example, a DPX/20 system running the AIX or BOS/X operating systems, which are derived ft-om the UNIX operating 
system. The DPS6 system with GC0S6 and the DPX/20 with BOS/X are available as products from Bull HN Information 
Systems Inc. of Billerica, Massachusetts while AIX is the International Business Machines Corporation version of the 
UNIX operating system. 

25   A. General Description Of A System To Be Emulated (Fig. 1) 

[0031] As represented in Fig. 1, a First System 10 is a multi-layered mechanism comprised of a User Level 12, a 
First System Operating System Level (FOSL) 14 comprised of a First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 and a First 
System Input/Output Level (I/O Level) 18, and a First System Hardware Platform Level (FHPL) 20. User Level 12 Is 

30 comprised of the Application Programs (APPs) 22 and various user visible System Administrative (SADs) programs 24, 
such as the programs used to administer First System 10 by a system administrator and maintenance and fault Isolation 
programs. It is well known to those of ordinary skill in the art that the System Adminsitrative Programs (SADs) 24 are a 
part of the operating system and thus execute below the user programs and are not actually a part of User Level 12 
indicated herein. System Administrative Programs (SAADs) 24 ar grouped together with Applications Programs (APPs) 

35 22, that is with the user programs, for convenience in the present description and User Level 12 is used to generally 
represent all levels of the system above the First Systm Executive Level (FEXL) 16. First System Hardware Platform 
Level (FHPL) 20 is comprised of the system Hardware Elements (HE) 26, which include a Central Processing Unit 
(CPU) 26a. physical Memory 26b. and Input/Output Devices (lODs) 26c, such as displays, workstations, disk drives, 
printers and communications devices and links. 

40 
1. FIRST SYSTEM EXECUTIVE LEVEL (FEXL) 16 

[0032] As indicated in Fig. 1, First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 includes a plurality of Executive Program 
Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 which operate to manage the operations of First System 10. including directing the overall oper- 

45   ations of First System 10, scheduling and managing the operations executed by First System 10 on behalf of Applica- 
tion Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24 and managing the resources of First System 
10, such as assigning memory space for operations and carrying out data and program protection functions. 
[0033]     The operations performed in First System 10 in execution of an Application Program (APP) 22 or a System 
Administrative Program (SAD) 24 are executed through a plurality of Tasks 30 and any program executing on First Sys- 

50 tem 10 may spawn one or more Tasks 30. A Task 30 may be regarded as being analogous to a process, wherein a proc- 
ess is generally defined as a locus of control which moves through the programs and routines and data structures of a 
system to perform some specific operation or series of operations on behalf of a program. There is a Task Control Block 
(TCB) 32 associated with each Task 30 wherein the Task Control Block (TCB) 32 of a Task 30 is essentially a data stmc- 
ture containing information regarding and defining the state of execution of the associated Task 30. A Task Control 

55 Block (TCB) 32 may, for example, contain information regarding the state of execution of tasks or operations that the 
Task 30 has requested be performed and the information contained in a Task Control Block (TCB) 32 is available, for 
example, to the programs of Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 for use In managing the execution of the Task 
30. Each Task 30 may also Include an Intenupt Save Area (ISA) 34 which is used to store hardware parameters relevant 
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to the Task 30. 
[0034] Any Task 30 may Issue requests for operations to be performed by First System 10 on behalf of the Task 30 
to Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 and Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 will respond to each such 
request by Issuing a con^sponding Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 wherein an Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 is 

5 essentially a data structure containing the information necessary to define the operation requested by the Task 30 and 
will generally include pointers or other indicators Identifying the corresponding Task 30 and its associated Task Control 
Block (TCB) 32. One form of request that can be issued by a Task 30 is a request for an input/output operation, that is, 
a transfer of data to or from an 100 26c and a Task 30 will generate a request for an Input/output operation in the fonm 
of an Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38 wherein each Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38 contains information 

10 defining the data to be transfen-ed. In this instance, the corresponding Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 will include a 
pointer or other indicator identifying the Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38 which Initiated the generation of the Indi- 
rect Request Block (IRB) 36. 
[0035] In general, Task Control Blocks (TCBs) are distinguished from Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 in 
that Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 are primarily concerned with Input/output operations and may thus be 

IS passed to processes for subsequent handling, thereby effectively removing Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 
from the set of pending operations to be performed by the First System 10 tasks. Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32are pri- 
marily concerned with the internal or inter-task operations of First System 10 and generally must be handled by the First 
System 10 tasks and cannot be passed off. As such, Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 are generally given a 
higher priority than Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 36, thus clearing First System 10's operations to handle Task Control 

20 Blocks (TCBs). Exceptions may be made, however, for example, for clock and task Inhibit Task Control Blocks (TCBs), 
which must be given the highest priority. It is to be understood in the following descriptions of the present invention that 
the emulation of a First System 10 on a second system will include emulation of requests that are represented by (RBs 
as the emulation of First System 10 operations and are not limited solely to system input/output requests, although sys- 
tem input/output requests are the primary form of emulation discussed In the following. All references in the following to 

25 lORB operations or IRB operations are to be taken to refer interchangeably to both types of operations, that Is. to both 
IRB requests and lORB requests. 
[0036] First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 will further include a set of data structures referred to as Resource 
Control Tables (RCTs) 40 which are used to store information describing the resources of First System 10, such as 
lODs 26c, the allocation of Memory 26b space, and so forth. The internal structures of the Resource Control Tables 

30 (RCTs) 40 Is generally flexible, except for having a defined header structure through which programs and routines exe- 
cuting in First System 10 may access the contents of the Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 40. A given Resource Control 
Table (RCT) 40 may contain information defining the characteristics of. for example, a communications link or processor 
or the characteristics of a disk drive while another Resource Control Table (RCT) 40 may also contain information 
regarding the tasks or requests being executed by a corresponding resource, such as a communications link, or point- 

35   ers or addresses to other data structures containing such information. 
[0037] Finally, First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 will Include a plurality of queue structures, Indicated as 
Queues 42a through 42n, the function of which are to pass requests for operations on behalf of the Tasks 30 to I/O Level 
18 and to receive back from I/O Level 18 the responses indicating the results of the operations of I/O Level 18 in 
response to the requests passed from First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16. Each Queue 42 con-esponds to and is 

40 associated with a Driver 44 of First System 10's I/O Level 18 wherein there is at least one Driver 44 for and correspond- 
ing to each Hardware Element (HE) 26 of FHP 20 for controlling operations of the corresponding Hardware Element 
(HE) 26 and wherein each Queue 42 stores pending requests for operations by the corresponding Driver 42 and Hard- 
ware Element (HE) 26. 
[0038] Requests may be enqueued in Queues 42 in the form of Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 Pointers, wherein 

45 an Indirect Request Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p or an Input/Output Request Block Pointer lORBP 38p indicates the loca- 
tion In the system of the con^sponding Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36. The requests, that is, the pointers, will be read 
from each Queue 42 by the corresponding server and driver routines of I/O Level 18, described further below, which will 
operate upon the requests. The responses from I/O Level 18 resulting from the operations performed in execution of 
the requests are Indirect Request Blocks (IRBs) 36 and are enqueued in the Queues 42, which will be described in fur- 

50 ther detail below, and the pointers may then be read from Queues 42 by Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 to 
locate the data structures containing the returned results of the operations. 
[0039] It should be noted with regard to the above description of First System 10 that the interface by which 
requests and responses are passed between First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 and I/O Level 18 may take many 
forms, depending upon the implementation chosen by the designer. For example, requests may be passed directly, as 

55 requests, to the hardware element servers and drivers of I/O Level 18 and the information used by the servers and driv- 
ers of I/O Level 18 in executing the requests may be stored in a Queue 42 to be read by the servers and drivers of I/O 
Level 18 as necessary. The First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16/I/0 Level 18 interface may be implemented in other 
ways, such as with a single Queue 42 with the drivers and server routines of I/O Level 18 reading requests from the 
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single Queue 42 and passing the results of the request operations back to Tasks 30 through the single Queue 42 and 
a queue manager task for controlling the writing and reading of requests to and from the single Queue 42. 

2. I/O Level 18 
5 

[0040] Referring now to I/O Level 18, as described above, I/O Level 18 includes a plurality of driver programs and 
routines, indicated generally in Fig. 1 as Drivers 44, wherein there are one or more Drivers 44 for each element of First 
System Hardware Platform Level (FHPL) 20 for controlling the operations of the elements of First System Hardware 
Platfbmn Level (FHPL) 20. 

10 [0041] As indicated in Fig. 1, requests to I/O Level 18 for an input/output operation by an element of I/O Level 18 
are handled by a Driver Task (DTask) 46 corresponding to and associated with the Hardware Element (HE) 26 element 
identified by the request and each Driver Task (DTask) 46 includes a corresponding Kernel Control Block (KCB) 48 
which is generally used in the execution of I/O Level 18 operations in a manner similar to the use of Tasks 30 and Task 
Control Blocks (TCBs) 32 in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16. It should be noted that Driver Tasks (DTasks) 48 

15 and Kemel Control Blocks (KCBs) 48 are structured to meet the needs of I/O Level 18 operations and thus generally 
are not and need not be similar in detail to Tasks 30 and Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32 and, in certain implementations 
of I/O Level 18. these functions may be performed by other data and control structures. For example, Drivers 44 may 
have access to and make use of Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32, Indirect Request Blocks (IRBs) 36 and Input/Output 
Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 for these purposes. 

20 [0042] Finally, I/O Level 18 will Include Kernel Resource Control Tables (KRCTs) 50 for storing device and system 
information used by Drivers 44 in executing requests from First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16. Again, while Kernel 
Resource Control Tables (KRCTs) 50 are similar In function to Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 40, Kernel Resource 
Control Tables (KRCTs) 50 are structured to meet the needs of I/O Level 18 operations and thus generally need not be 
identical in detail to Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 40 and, In certain implementations of I/O Level 18, these functions 

25 may be performed by other data and control structures. For example, Drivers 44 may instead have access to and make 
use of Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 40 for these purposes. 

3. Layered Communications Facilities 

30 [0043] Lastly, First System 10 may provide one or more layered communications fadlities, such as the OSI/DSA 
networking and network terminal drivers and concentrators available from Bull HN Information Systems Inc. of Billerica, 
Massachusetts. As is well known, many such communications facilities, represented in Fig. 1 by Layered Communica- 
tions Facilities (LCF) 52 are essentially comprised of a plurality of well defined functional levels wherein the upper levels 
correspond to, or are implemented as, Tasks 30, and wherein the lower levels, which perform more detailed communi- 

- 35 cations operations, con-espond to Driver Task (DTask)s 46 and control various communications drivers, such as certain 
of Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Devices (lODs) 26c. As indicated in Fig. 1. Layered Communications Facilities 
(LCF) 52 may be represented as being comprised of Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a which exe- 
cute in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, or in User Level 12, and which communicate with Lower Communica- 
tions Facilities Layers (LCFLs) 52b which execute in I/O Level 18 and which in turn control corresponding 

40   communications devices of Hardware Element (HE)-input/Output Devices (lODs) 26c. 

4. Alternate Systems and Division of Systems Into Functional Levels 

[0044] Finally, it should be noted with regard to the above described separation of First System 10's operating levels 
45 into a First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 level and an 1/0 Level 18 that not all First Systems 10 will have a formal 

separation of the functions of the system into distinctly defined levels and another First System 10 may in fact architec- 
turally regard tiie various tasks as essentially peer tasks. In any system, however, even one in which all tasks are 
regarded as peers, certain tasks will be involved in higher level operations while other tasks will be involved in more 
detailed tasks and it will be possible to draw a boundary between the tasks separating the higher level tasks from the 

50   detail level tasks. 
[0045] The above described separation of a First System 10 into a First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 level 
and an I/O Level 18 should therefore not be regarded as an architectural requirement imposed on the First System 10, 
but instead as a recognition that certain tasks or processes perform operations at a more detailed level than others and 
that a boundary between the types of tasks may be drawn for the purposes of the present invention, even if not actually 

55   imposed by the architecture of the particular First System 10. 
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B. General Description, Emulation Of A First System On A Second System (Fig. 2) 

1. Second System 54 Functional Levels 

5 [0046] Fig. 2 illustrates the layered mechanisms of a Second System 54 that is emulating a First System 10 accord- 
ing to the present invention. 
[0047] As shown. Second System 54 Includes the native Second System Hardware Platform (SHPL) 56 which is 
comprised of the native Hardware Elements (HEs) 58 of Second System 54. As in First System 10» Hardware Elements 
58 of Second System 54 include a Central Processing Unit (CPU) 58a, a physical l\^emory 58b, and Input/Output 

10   Devices (iODs) 58c, such as displays, workstations, disk drives, printers and communications devices and links. 
[0048] As has been described, Second System 54 is, in the present implementation of the Invention, a UNIX based 
system and, as such and according to the usual conventions of UNIX based systems, the Second System Levels 
(SSLs) 60 executing on SHPL 56 are comprised of a User Level 62 and a Second System Kernel level (SKernel) 64. In 
the present invention, User Level 62 will include Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs 

15 (SADs) 24, which were executing on First System 10, and First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, which was execut- 
ing on First System 10. 
[0049]     As has been described above, it is unlikely that First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 and Second System 
Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 will be able to communicate or operate with each other to any useful degree. 
[0050]    The bridge and interlace between First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 and Second System Kernel Level 

20 (SKernel) 64, and therefore the bridge and interface between the functions and operations of First System 10 in emu- 
lation on Second System 54 and the functions and operations of Second System 54 which allow Application Programs 
(APPs) 22, System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24 and First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 of First System 10 
to execute on Second System 54, is provided through an Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68. Emulator Executive 
Level (EEXL) 68 resides and executes in Second System 54's User Level 62 between First System Executive Level 

25   (FEXL) 16 of First System 10 and Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 of Second System 54. 
[0051] As will be described In further detail in the following descriptions of Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, 
Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 does not comprise a new, separate layer or level of functionality in Second System 
Levels (SSLs) 60. Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 is Instead essentially comprised of certain elements of First Sys- 
tem Executive Level (FEXL) 16 which have been transformed into new mechanisms which appear, to the remaining, 

30 unchanged elements of First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, to operate in the same manner as the original untrans- 
formed elements of First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16. At the same time, these new mechanisms of Emulator 
Executive Level (EEXL) 68 appear to the mechanisms of Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 to be the native 
mechanisms of Second System 54's User Level 62 with which Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 is accus- 
tomed to operate. 

35 [0052] The following will initially describe the present invention from the functional viewpoint of First System 10, that 
is. will discuss the structure and operations of the emulation mechanisms of the present invention primarily from the 
viewpoint of First System 10's functions and operations. The following will then discuss the emulation of First System 
10, including the First System 10 programs and tasks being executed on Second System 54 and the emulation mech- 
anisms, from the structural and operational viewpoint of Second System 54, that is, as user programs and structures 

40   executing in Second System 54. 

2. First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 and Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 

[0053] Referring first to First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 as exe- 
45 cuting on Second System 54 again includes Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28, the Tasks 30 spawned by the 

programs of Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28, Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative 
Programs (SADs) 24, the Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32 associated with the Tasks 30. the Indirect Request Blocks 
(IRBs) 36 and Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 created as a results of requests for operations by the programs 
of Executive Program Tasks (EXP TASKS) 28, Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs 

50 (SADs) 24, and the Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 50 that these elements of First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 
are accustomed to operating with. These elements of First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 will continue to operate 
in the same manner as in First System 10, thereby providing, at this level, the operating environment necessary for the 
execution of Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24 In their original forms. 
As will be described further below, the functions of Queues 42 and the First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 inter- 

55 faces to First System 10's Kernel 18 have been absoriaed into the mechanisms of Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68. 
[0054] The Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 processes are represented in Fig. 2 by Second System Ker- 
nel Processes (SKPs) 66 and, for purposes of the present invention. Second System Kernel Level (SKemel) 64 will, as 
described further below, contain a Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 for each Driver Task (DTask) 46 and asso- 
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dated Driver 44 of First System 10 which is to be emulated in Second System 54. As also Indicated. Second System 
Kernel Level (SKemel) 64 includes a Kernel Process Manager process (KPM) 70, which serves to manage Second 
System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66. 
[0055] Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 is essentially comprised of Second System 64 mechanisms and 

5 functions which are generally analogous to those of First System 10*s Kernel 18, but are in the forms which are native 
to Second System 54. For example. Second System 54 has been described as possibly being a UNIX based system 
and» in this instance, the functions and operations performed by Driver Tasks (DTasks) 46 and Drivers 44 of First Sys- 
tem 10's I/O Level 18 will be performed by Second System 54 Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 processes. 

10   3. Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 

[0056] As represented in Fig. 2, Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 includes an INTERPRETER 72 which inter- 
prets First System 10 Instructions into equivalent Second System 54 instructions, thereby allowing Second System 54's 
CPU 56a, Memory 56b, and ottier elements of Second System 54 to emulate the operations of the con^sponding ele- 

15   ments of First System 10. 
[0057] Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 further includes a plurality of Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 
wherein there is a Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 for each input/output device or type of input/output device or other 
functionality of First System 10 which appeared in First System Hardware Platform Level (FHPL) 20 and which is to be 
emulated in Second System 54. As such. Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 will include Pseudo Device Drivers 

20   (PSDDs) 74 for terminals, for disk drivers, for tape drivers, for displays, and for certain communication devices. 
[0058] As indicated in Fig. 2, there will be a Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 for and corresponding to 
each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74. In this regard, it should be noted that the term Pseudo Device Driver as used 
with regard to Fig. 2 is a designation which reflects First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16's view of the functions and 
operations performed by these elements of Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68. That is, to First System Executive 

25 Level (FEXL) 16. and to Application Programs (APPs) 22, System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24 and Tasks 30, 
each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 and associated Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 appears to Tasks 30 
to function in a manner that is equivalent to Drivers 44 and Driver Tasks (DTasks) 46 of First System 10's I/O Level 18. 
As has been described briefly above, and as described further below, these same mechanisms of Emulator Executive 
Level (EEXL) 6 appear to Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 to be native Second System 54 User Level 62 

30 functions and mechanisms and there will be a Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 for and corresponding to each 
Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74, that is, for each device or function of First System 10 which is to be emulated in Sec- 
ond System 54. The present invention does not require the modification of Second System Kernel 64 and does not 
require the creation of new drivers for the purposes of the present invention. The present invention spawns processes 
to execute existing Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66. 

35 . . 
6. Emulation of Communications Link Layers 

[0059] The communications operations of First System 10 are emulated in Second System 54 in a manner con'e- 
sponding to the emulation of First System 10 Input/output devices, but with the specific form of emulation depending 

40 upon tiie specific type of communications operations. For example, in the present invention certain communications 
devices of First System 10 are emulated by porting the driver programs and routines from the native First System 10 
code into native Second System 54 code, or alternatively by providing equivalent Second System 54 Second System 
Kemel Processes (SKP) 66, which are called by First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 through a con-esponding 
Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 and executed as native Second System 54 processes. 

45 [0060] Layered networt< communications, such as OSI/DSA, may be executed through the usual layered communi- 
cations mechanisms, but wherein certain of the higher communications layers reside in First System Executive Level 
(FEXL) 16 or in User Level 12 in Second System 54 in tiieir native First System 10 form, that is. as originally imple- 
mented in First System 10, while the lower communications layers are Implemented in Emulator Executive Level 
(EEXL) 68. that is. as native Second System 54 program layers, and use the Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 

50 processes provided by Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 and Input/Output Devices (lODs) 58c provided in 
Second System Hardware Platform Level (SHPL) 56 in place of the drivers and devices provided in First System 10. 
This is illusti-ated in Fig. 2 wherein Layered Communications Facilities (LCF) 52 is shown as being emulated by Upper 
Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a residing and executing in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 or 
User Level 12 as native First System 10 program layers and Lower Communications Facilities Layers (LCFLs) 52b 

55 residing and executing in Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 as native Second System 54 program processes, 
indentified in Fig. 2 as Lower Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78. 
[0061] As shown In Fig. 2. Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a and Lower Communications Facil- 
ities Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 are functionally interconnected and communicate through a new layer, refen-ed to as 
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Layered Communications Emulation Bridge (LCEB) 76, which is comprised of two cooperative modules indicted in Fig. 
2 as Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 76a residing and executing In First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 as a native 
First System 10 program module and Pseudo Network Driver (PND) 76b residing and executing in Second System Ker- 
nel (SKemel) 64 as a native Second System 54 program module. 

5 [0062] According to the present invention, therefore, Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a, which 
are the layered communications levels with which Tasks 30 communicate directly in First System 10, are retained in 
Second System 54 and execute in Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 or in User Level 12, so that Tasks 30 may exe- 
cute layered communications operations as if they were executing in First System 10. 
[0063] In turn. Lower Layered Communications Facilities Layers (LLCFLs) 52b are replaced by con^esponding 

10 native Second System 54 communications layers referred to In Fig. 2 as Lower Communications Facilities Layer Proc- 
esses (LCFLP) 78 which execute the functions and operations that were executed in First System 10 by the native 
Lower Communications Facilities Layers (LCFLs) 52b of First System 10. As shown. Lower Communications Facilities 
Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 perfbnm essentially the same functions as Lower Communications Facilities Layers 
(LCFLs) 52b and the functions and operations that were performed in First System 10 by of the Driver Task (DTask)s 

15 46 and Drivers 44, including controling the Second System 54 Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Devices (lODs) 
58c which conrespond to the layered communications devices Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Device (lOD) 26c 
of First System 10. 
[0064] The bridge between Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a and Lower Communications 
Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 is, as described above, provided by the new layer Layered Communications 

20   Emulation Bridge (LCEB) 76 comprised of cooperative modules Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 76a executing in First 
System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, that is, in the First System 10 operating environment, and Pseudo Network Driver 
(PND) 76b in Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, in the Second System 54 operating environment. 
[0065]     In the exemplary implementation of the present invention as described herein. Layered Communications 
Facilities (LCF) 52 is divided between layer 4. the transport layer, and level 3. the network layer, of the seven layer ISO 

25 model, so that layers 7 through 4 comprise Upper Layered Communications Facilities Layers (ULCFLs) 52a executing 
in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 while layers 3 through 1 comprise Lower Communications Facilities Layer 
Processes (LCFLP) 78 executing in Second System Kernel (SKernel) 64 and in Second System Hardware Platform 
Level (SHPL) 56. 
[0066] According to the present invention, Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 76a emulates and appears to Upper Com- 

30 munications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a as the X.25 networic layer of the seven layer OSI model and transforms 
requests from the transport layer Into First System 10 Input/output requests. Pseudo Networt< Driver (PND) 76b 
appears to Lower Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 as the transport layer of the seven layer OSI 
model and maps requests from Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 76a into UNIX API requests that may be executed by 
Lower Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 and Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Devices 

35   (lODs) 58c executing layered communications operations in Second System 54. 
[0067] Lastly. PND 76b includes the internal structure of a Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74, which will be 
described fully in the following descriptions, and for these purposes the descriptions of Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 
74 should be regarded as applying equally to PND 76b as regards the structures and operations of Pseudo Device Driv- 
ers (PSDDs) 74. 

40 [0068] According to the present invention, therefore, a new communications bridge layer is interposed between an 
upper communications layer executing in the First System 10 environment and a next lower communications layer exe- 
cuting in the Second System 54 environment. The bridge layer is comprised of an upper module executing in the First 
System 10 environment and appearing to to the upper communications layer to be the next lower layer and a lower 
module executing in the Second System 54 environment and appearing to the next lower communications layer to be 

45 the upper communications layer. This invention may be implemented between any two layer communications layers 
having a hierarchical relationship and, because neither of the two bridge modules is responsible for peer to peer net- 
work protocols, the integrity of the layered communications facilities is preserved. 

7. First System 10 and the Emulation Mechanism As Second System 54 Processes 
50 

[0069] As has been described previously. Second System 52 is a UNIX based system and, as is well known, UNIX 
based systems may generally be regarded as comprising two levels executing above the hardware platform level, gen- 
erally referred to as the User Level and the Kernel Level, and are indicated in Fig. 2 as User Level 62 and Kernel Level 
64. User Level 62 generally comprises the user accessible functions and operations of the system and Kernel Level 64 

55 generally comprises the functions and operations that are "internal" to the system and are not usually accessible to the 
users. As is also well understood, all operations in a UNIX based system, whether In User Level 62 or in Kernel Level 
64, are executed within UNIX processes. 
[0070]    According to the present Invention, the Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 and Tasks 30 being exe- 
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cuted on behalf of Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24, Upper Communi- 
cations Facilities Layers (UFCLs) 52a with Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 74a, and INTERPRETER 72 are to be 
executed in Second System 52 in a manner so as to appear to Second System 52 to be "native" to Second System 52. 
Accordingly, and as indicated in Fig. 2. Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 and Tasks 30 being executed on 

5 behalf of Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Programs (SADs) 24, Upper Communications 
Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a with Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 74a, and INTERPRETER 72, are executed in the Sec- 
ond System 52 of the present implementation in a First System Process (FSP) 80 wherein First System Process (FSP) 
80 is one or more user processes according to the conventions of the UNIX based operating system executing on Sec- 
ond System 52. 

10 [0071] It should be noted that, while Fig. 2 illustrates a single instance of a First System 10 being emulated on Sec- 
ond System 54, it is possible for multiple instances of a First System 10 to be concun-ently emulated on Second System 
54, or even for multiple instances of different First Systems 10 to be concurrently implemented on a Second System 54, 
so long as Second System 54 is a multi-tasking capable system. In such Instances, each Instance of a First System 10 
will be executed In the Second System 54 as a different set of First System Processes (FSPs) 80 executing In the Seo- 

15   ond System 54. 
[0072] In addition, each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 with its associated Second System Kernel Process 
(SKP) 66 and Second System 54 hardware device or devices, such as an Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Device 
(lOD) 58c, comprises a Second System 54 process, which are indicated in Fig. 2 as Second System Processes (SSPs) 
82. In a similar manner, each instance of a Pseudo Network Driver (PND) 74a with a Lower Communications Facilities 

20 Layer Processes (LCFLP) 78 and one or more associated Hardware Element (HE)-lnput/Output Devices (lODs) 58c is 
implemented as a Second System Process (SSP) 82. 
[0073] Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28, Tasks 30, Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a 
and INTERPRETER 72 may therefore communicate among themselves and interoperate according to the conventions 
of First System 10, so that Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28, Tasks 30, Upper Communications Facilities Lay- 

25 ers (UCFLs) 52a and INTERPRETER 72 appear to one another to be native First System 10 tasks and may therefore 
execute among themselves as if they were in fact executing on First System 10. In this regard, it must be remembered 
that INTERPRETER 72 emulates First System 10*s central processing unit and memory and thus appears to Executive 
Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28. Tasks 30 and Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UCFLs) 52a to be First System 
10's central processing unit and memory. 

30 [0074] At the same time, First System Process (FSP) 80 may communicate and Interoperate with the other proc- 
esses executing In Second System 54, such as Second System Processes (SSPs) 82, according to the conventions of 
the UNIX based operating system executing in Second System 52 and thereby appear to Second System 52 to be 
native Second System 52 user processes. 
[0075] As also indicated in Fig. 2, First System Process (FSP) 80, which includes Executive Program Tasks (EXP 

35 Tasks) 28 and Tasks 30 being executed on behalf of Application Programs (APPs) 22 and System Administrative Pro- 
grams (SADs) 24, Upper Communications Facilities Layers (UFCLs) 52a with Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 74a, and 
INTERPRETER 72, and Second System Processes (SSPs) 82 all execute within User Level 62 of Second System 54, 
so that First System Process (FSP) 80 and the Second System Processes (SSPs) 82 appear to Second System 54 to 
be Second System 54 user level processes. The interface between the First System 10 operations and functions that 

40 are being emulated on Second System 54 and the native operations and functions of Second System 54 which are 
used by the emulated elements of First System 10 thereby occurs at the boundary between Second System 54's User 
Level 82 and Second System 54's Kernel Level 64. 
[0076] In summary, therefore, the present invention implements the emulated operations and functions of First Sys- 
tem 10 in such a manner that the emulated operations and functions of First System 10 may interoperate among them- 

45 selves in the same manner as in First System 10 and, therefore, effectively within the First System 10 native 
environment. At the same time, the processes in which the emulated First System 10 operations and functions are exe- 
cuting and the processes emulating First System 10 input/output operations are native Second System 54 processes, 
and thus may interoperate with one another and with other processes native to Second System 54 in a manner which 
is native to Second System 54. 

50 [0077] In addition, the interface between the emulated First System 10 functions and operations and the native 
Second System 54 processes and functionality falls at the boundary between Second System 54's user level processes 
and kernel level processes and thus at a well defined interface so that the functional integrity of Second System 54's 
architecture is preserved. 
[0078]     As such, the method of emulation of the present invention retains unchanged the most significant aspects 

55   of the functionality of both the emulated and the emulating systems and places the interface between the emulated and 
emulating systems at a clearly defined and controlled boundary so that the interface between the emulated and emu- 
lating systems is substantially simplified and the functional and operational integrity of both systems Is preserved. 
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C. Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, Memory Queues and the Memory Queue Interface (Fig. 3) 

1. General Description of Emulator Executive L^vel (EEXL) 68 and Sliared Memory Space Mechanisms 

5 [0079] Referring to Fig. 3, therein Is presented a diagrammatic representation of the structures and mechanisms of 
Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, a representative First System Process (FSP) 80 and Second System Kernel Level 
(SKernel) 64 with Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 and concentrates in particular upon the Emulator Exec- 
utive Level (EEXL) 68 structures and mechanisms comprising the bridge and interface between First System Process 
(FSP) 80 and Second System Kernel Level (SKemel) 64 and. in particular. Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74. The 

10 other data structures and mechanisms of First System Process (FSP) 80, Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 and 
Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 will be understood with reference to Figs. 1 and 2. As described further in 
following descriptions of the present invention, Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 resides in a UNIX Memory Space 
of Second System Hardware Platform Level (SHPL) 56's physical Memory 58b and is accessible to the mechanisms of 
Second System Kernel Level (SKemel) 63. 

15 
2. Memory Queue Interface and Queues 

[0080] As represented in Fig. 3, the bridge mechanisms and structures between First System Process (FSP) 80 
and Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 include a Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 residing in Emulator Executive 

20 Level (EEXL) 68 and executing in each First System Process (FSP) 80, a plurality of Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 
86 and a single Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88, which together comprise the Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 
shown in Fig. 2. Each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 includes a corresponding Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 
and the Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 together share the single Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and Memory 
Queue Interface (MQI) 84. Although not represented explicitly in Fig. 3, the linked communication layer path will, as 

25 described, also include queue mechanism comprised of a Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 in Pseudo Network Driver 
(PND) 76b wherein that Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 will also include a Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 and a 
shared portion of Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84. The following will therefore 
discuss the structure and operations of Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 generically, with the understanding that the 
following discussion applies to all of the input/output paths emulated in Second System 54, including the layered com- 

30   munications facilities. 
[0081] As previously described, each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 in the path of linked communications layers, 
represents and corresponds to a device or driver or communication link used by First System 10, that is that existed in 
the First System Operating System Levels (FOSL) 14 and Hardware Platform Level (HPL) 20 of First System 10. and 
there is a Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 or a Lower Communications Facilities Layer Process (LCFLP) 78 

35   in Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 fop and corresponding to each such device, driver or communication link; 
According to the present invention, each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 or Lower Communications Facilities Layer 
Process (LCFLP) 78 is to operate in the same manner as the con^esponding element that existed in First System 10. 
[0082]     That is, the Tasks 30 and Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 executing in First System Executive 
Level (FEXL) 16 will provide requests for operations to Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, and thus to Second Sys- 

40 tem Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 and Second System Hardware Platform Level (SHPL) 56. in the form of Indirect Request 
Block Pointers (IRBPs) 36p or Input/Output Request Block Pointers (lORBPs) 38p and will receive back the results of 
the operations. Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 must therefore provide a path by which requests are passed to 
Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 and Lower Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 and 
a path by which the results of the operations are passed t)ack to the Tasks 30. 

45 
3. Implementation of Device Drivers and Link Layers 

[0083] As described briefly above, each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 utilizes a Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 
86 and shares the common Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 with other Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 by execut- 

50 ing the functions provided in Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 wherein Memory Queue interface (MQI) 84 Is a set of 
routines for accessing and managing the Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86 and the Software Active Queue (SAQ) 
88. 
[0084] The Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 of each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 forms the path by which 
requests for operations are passed to the appropriate Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 and Lower Com- 

55 munications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 of Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64, wherein each 
Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 is a path to a con-esponding Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 or Lower 
Communications Facilities L^yer Process (LCFLP) 78 and thus to a corresponding emulated device, driver or link layer. 
Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88. in turn, which is shared by each of the Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 and Lower 
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Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 and their corresponding Second System Kernel Processes 
(SKPs) 66, forms the path by which the results of Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 operations are passed back 
to the requesting tasks executing in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16. 

5    4. Internal Structure of Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 88 and Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 

[0085] The Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86 are each comprised of a Header structure and a queue structure 
wherein the Header stmcture is embedded in a Resource Control Table (RCT) 40, as described above with reference 
to Fig. 1. Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 Is similarty comprised of a Header structure and a queue structure, wherein 

10 the Header structure resides in system memory space at a predetermined location. The general structure of the Queue 
Headers (QHs) 84 is the same for Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and for each of the Pseudo Device Queues 
(PSDQs) 86. but the information contained In the queue will depend upon the type of the particular queue, as will be 
described below. 
[0086] As shown in Fig. 4, the queue structure associated with each Queue Header (QH) 90 Is represented as a 

15 Queue 92 wherein each Queue 92 is a linked queue of Queue Frames (QFs) 94 wherein, as will be described in further 
detail in a following discussion and figure, each Queue Frame (QF) 94 may contain a Task control Block |(TCB) 32 or 
an Indirect Request Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p wherein each Task Control block (TCB) 32 or Indirect Request Block 
Pointer (IRBP) 36p represents a request for an operation by a Task 30. as described above with reference to Fig. 1. The 
number of Queue Frames (QFs) 94 in any Queue 92 will depend upon the number of outstanding requests to the cor- 

20 responding emulated device or, in the case of Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88, the number of completed requests, as 
described below. 
[0087]     The queue of each of Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and the Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86 com- 
prises a structure referred to as a "linked queue with head node" wherein the Queue Header (QH) 90 comprises the 
head node and wherein the Queue Header (QH) 90 and the Indirect Request Blocks (IRBs) 34 in a Queue 92 are each 

25   linked to the following element in the queue. 

5. Addresses and Address Translation 

[0088] It will be noted, as described previously, that Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88, the Pseudo Device Queues 
30 (PSDQs) 86 and INTERPRETER 72 are provided to emulate the con^esponding mechanisms of First System 10. that 

is, First System 10's input/output devices and central processing unit, as seen by Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 
28 and Tasks 30. As such, Executive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 and Tasks 30 will provide memory addresses to 
the Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 82 and INTERPRETER 72 according to the requirements of the native memory 
access and management mechanisms of First System 10 and will expect to receive memory addresses from Software 

35 -Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and INTERPRETER 72 in the same form. Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66. Lower 
Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78. the hardware elements of Second System 54 and other proc- 
esses executing as native processes In Second System 54, however, operate according to the memory addressing 
mechanisms native to Second System 54. As such, address translation is required when passing requests and return- 
ing requests between Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 and Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64. 

40 [0089] As described, INTEPRETER 70 is provided to interpret First System 10 instructions Into functionally equiv- 
alent Second Second 54 instructions, or sequences of Instructions, including instructions pertaining to memory opera- 
tions. As such, the address translation mechanism Is also associated with INTERPRETER 72, or is implemented as a 
part of INTERPRETER 72. and is indicated in Fig. 3 as Address Translation (ADDRXLT) 98 and will be described in 
detail in a following discussion. 

45 
6. Operation of Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84, Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86 and Software Active 
Queue (SAQ) 88 

[0090] A task executing in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16, that is, a Task 30 or one of Executive Program 
50 Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 executing in First System Process (FSP) 80, may request the execution of an operation by a 

device emulated through Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, Second System Kernel Level (SKernel) 64 and Second 
System Hardware Platform Level (SHPL) 56 by generating, or causing an Executive Program Task (EXP Task) 28 task 
to generate, an Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 as in the normal, native operation of First System 10. The Task 30 or 
EXP Task 28 generating the Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 will then, however, write the Indirect Request Block Pointer 

55 (IRBP) 36p into the Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 corresponding to the appropriate device, driver or link layer by 
"escaping" to Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 and issuing a call to Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84. As shown 
in Fig. 3. this operation is performed through Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 100, which detects and traps 
input/output instructions and. in response to an input/output instruction, invokes Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 74 
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rather than, as in First System 10, passing the Indirect Request Block (IRB) 34 through one of the mechanisms 
described with reference to Fig. 1. Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 then writes the corresponding Indirect Request 
Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p into the con^esponding Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86, which resides in the Emulator 
Executive Level (EEXL) 68 operating environment. Thereafter, and as described further below, communication and 

5 interoperation between the Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86, Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and the Second 
System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66, all of which are Second System 52 structures and processes, will be by conven- 
tional process calls and returns. 
[0091] Referring briefly to the discussion of First System 10 in Fig. 1 and, in particular, the mechanisms by which 
Tasks 30 pass Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 requests to I/O Level 18, it will be apparent that, except for the request 

10 call accordingly being to Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 rather than to the corresponding First System 10 mecha* 
nisms and escape to native Second System 54 code, the operations within First System Process (FSP) 80 to invoke the 
emulation of an input/output operation are very similar to the native operations of First System 10. The emulation call 
mechanism of Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 100 and Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 therefore closely emu- 
lates the operation of First System 10 in this regard and the modifications to First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 

IS are relatively slight, primarily being the addition of Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 100 and Memory Queue Inter- 
face (MQI) 84. 
[0092] Further in this regard, it should be noted that Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 must be implemented in the 
Second System 54 operating environment, that is. in Emulator Executive Level (EEXL) 68, as a routine available to a 
plurality of Second System 54 processes. 

20 [0093] It should be further noted that Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86 and Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 
are data structures of a form that is similar to the data structures already in use by First System Executive Level (FEXL) 
16, so that the implementation of Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 and Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 100 as 
Second System 54 programs is, as regards the interface between Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 100 and Memory 
Queue Interface (MQI) 84, a well understood process. 

25 [0094] Returning to the discussion of the emulation of a requested input/output operation, upon being called by a 
First System Process (FSP) 80 task issuing a request for an operation by an emulated device, driver or link layer, Mem- 
ory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 will enqueue the Indirect Request Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p of the request into the Queue 
92 of the Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 corresponding to the emulated device, driver or link layer and, in doing so, 
will set a Semaphore 102 in the Queue Header (QH) 90 of the Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86. 

30 [0095] As has been described, the Second System 54 upon which First System 10 is emulated is, in the present 
example, a UNIX based system and the Semaphore 102 is correspondingly a UNIX semaphore which, as indicated In 
Fig. 3, operates to wake up the Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 or Lower Communications Facilities Layer 
Process (LCFLP) 78 which emulates the requested device, driver or link layer driver in the manner well known to those 
of skill in the art and familiar with UNIX based systems. It should be noted that the Semaphores 102 also operate to 

35 lock a queue that an entry Is being written into so that another process will not attempt to write into or read from the 
queue while the queue is being modified by another process, such as Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 or a Second 
System Kernel Process (SKP) 66. 
[0096] The writing of an Indirect Request Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p into the Queue 92 of a Pseudo Device Queue 
(PSDQ) 86 will thereby cause a conventional UNIX call and return in which the Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 

40 66 or Layered Communication Kernel Process (LKCP) 78 performs the requested operation. That is, and as indicated 
in Fig. 3, the setting of the Semaphore 102 in a Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 results in a process call to the Sec- 
ond System Kemel Process (SKP) 66 or Layered Communication Kernel Process (LKCP) 78 which is emulating the 
conresponding device, driver or link layer driver to which the request was directed by the requesting task. The Second 
System Kemel Process (SKP) 66 or Layered Communication Kernel Process (LKCP) 78 will then access and read the 

45 Indirect Request Block Pointer (IRBP) 36p of the request and, operating through the Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36, 
will obtain the information necessary to execute the requested operation. The Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 
66 or Layered Communication Kemel Process (LKCP) 78 will execute the requested operation through the correspond- 
ing hardware elements of Second System Hardware Platform Level (SHPL) 56 and, upon completing the operation, will 
retum the results of the operation to Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and, when doing so, will set the Semaphore 102 

50   in the Queue Header (QH) 90 of SAQ 88. 
[0097] It will therefore be apparent from the above that the design of such Second System Kernel Processes 
(SKPs) 66 and of Lower Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 will be well familiar to those of skill 
in the art, so that a detailed description of the design of such Second System Kemel Processes (SKPs) 66 and Lower 
Communications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 is not necessary for those of skill in the art to Implement the 

55 present invention and, since the lower level details of such designs would differ for each First System 10 and Second 
System 54, would be superfluous to understanding the present invention. 
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7. Further Description of Queue Headers (QHs) 90 and Queues 92 (Fig. 4, Tables 1,2, 3 and 4 and Appendix A) 

[0098] Referring to Fig. 4, therein is represented the Queue IHeader (QH) 90 and Queue 92 of of Software Active 
Queue (SAQ) 88 or a Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 in further detail. As indicated therein, and as described 

5 previously, each Queue Header (QH) 90 includes, in addition to a Semaphore 102, a Link 106 indicating the location of 
the first Queue Frame (QF) 94 in the associated Queue 92. Each Queue Frame (QF) 94, in turn, Includes a Link 106 to 
the next Queue Frame (QF) 94 of the Queue 92. with the Link 106 of the last Queue Frame (QF) 94 containing a pointer 
back to the location of the Queue Header (QH) 90. 
[0099] The Queue Frames (QFs) 94 of Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 and Pseudo Device Driver Queues 

10 (PSDQs) 86 differ in detail and the following will describe the Queue Frames (QFs) 94 of both, noting where the frames 
differ. Each Queue Frame (QF) 94 further includes an Task Control Block Pointer (TCB) or Input/Output Request Block 
Pointer (lORBP) 38p, as previously described, a Priority Field (Priority) 108 containing a value indicating the relative pri- 
ority of the intenupt or request. The Queue Frames (QFs) 94 of Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 include a Flag Field 
(Flag) 108 containing a flag which distinguishes whether the Queue Frame (QF) 94 contains a Task Control block (TCB) 

15 32 or an Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36. Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) through their IRBs are generally given 
a higher priority than Task Control Blocks (TCBs). Exceptions may be made, however, for example, for clock and task 
inhibit Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32, which must be given the highest priority. 
[0100] The structure and operation of Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84, Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88, 
Pseudo Device Queues (PSDQs) 86, and Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 and Lower Communications 

20 Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78 may be understood further by an examination of the further data stored in 
Queue Headers (QHs) 90, which comprises Information used in the operations of Tasks 30, Executive Program Tasks 
(EXP Tasks) 28, Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 and Second System Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 and Lower Com- 
munications Facilities Layer Processes (LCFLPs) 78, either directly or as pointers and addresses to other data struc- 
tures which contain the necessary information. 

25 [0101] The Queue Headers (QHs) 90 of the Resource Control Tables (RCTs) 40 of Pseudo Device Queues 
(PSDQs) 86 have a standardized format and structure and the Queue Headers (QHs) 90 of the various queues of Emu- 
lator Executive Level (EEXL) 68 essentially differ only with respect to the specific information stored in this standardized 
format and structure and the manners in which this information is used. As such, the following will first describe the 
basic structure and format of a Queue Header (QH) 90 and will then illustrate a specific example of the Queue Header 

30 (QH) 84 for the Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86 of an exemplary emulated device, such as a disk drive, and for an 
XTD/TTY device which does not use the Semaphore 84 for sleep/waken control. 
[0102] As illustrated in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, a basic Queue Header (QH) 90 contains the following fields and infor- 
mation and the information in the fields is used as described in the following. It should he noted that not all of the fields 
are necessarily used in a given Queue Header 84 and that certain fields, not shown below, are reserved for future use. 

35 

Table 1 

Basic Queue Header 90 

40 (MQI)->rqh.priority Contains relative priority of request; appears in Indirect Request Block (IRB) but listed 
here for convenience. 

(MQI)->rqh.fwd Pointer to next queue element or to header if queue is empty. 

(MQI)->mcLctr Frequency of monitor calls in session. 

45 (MQI)->cxt_ctr Frequency of context swaps in session; that is, frequency of switching between Tasks 30. 

(MQI)->isem.sld Semaphore to lock queue structure while referencing queue structure to access (IRB) or 
to write or delete (IRB); used to sleep/wake KSPs 66 or to generate signal to call certain 
SKPs 66 such as XTD devices. 

50 (MQI)->isem.pid Server process identification. 

(MQI)->fdes File descriptor. 

(MQI)->active_servers TRUE if con^sponding server (SKP) 66) is active. 

55 
(MQI)->status Cun^nt state of terminal. 

(MQI)->usr_sid User terminal semaphore identification. 

(MQI)->req_cnt Number of requests currently enqueued. 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Basic Queue Header 90 

(MQI)->enc|_cnt Total enqueue operations to cun'ent time. 
5 (MQI)->decLcnt Total dequeue operations to current time. 

(MQI)->slp_cnt Total sleep operations to current time. 

(MQI)->wak_cnt Total waken operations to current time. 

10 (MQI)->func Pointer to function (SKP 66). 

(MQI)->block Shared memory address of strucure (Task»(TCB). (lORB). 

(MQI)->pid Process identification; depends upon specific queue. 

(MQI)->cur_pri Priority of queue frame (IRB) most recently dequeued. 
15 (MQI)->lrn Logical resource number (resource Identifier) of emulated device. 

(MQI)->brk-add Location of temporary storage of (SKP) 66 during break processing. 

(MQI)->trmname Name of user terminal. 

20 (MUi)->iogname Log-in name of user. 

(MQI)->display Display variable of user. 

(MQI)->fi)ename File name of emulated device to be mounted. 

25 

Table 2 

30 
Queue Header for Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 

Note: SAQ 88 Header is not an RCT 40 Header 

(SAQ)->rqh.priority N/A (Not Applicable). 

(SAQ)->rqh.fwd Pointer to next queue element or to header if queue is empty. 

35 
(SAQ)->mcl_ctr Frequency of monitor calls in session. 

(SAQ)->cxt_ctr Frequency of context swaps in session; that is» frequency of switching between Tasks 30. 

(SAQ)->isem.sid Semaphore to lock queue structure while referencing queue structure to access(IRB) or 
to write or delete (IRB); used to sleep/wake on when element added to queue. 

40 (SAQ)->isem.pid Server process identification (MQI). 

(SAQ)->fdes N/A 

(SAQ)->active_seirvers N/A 

(SAQ)->status N/A 
45 (SAQ)->usr_sid N/A 

(SAQ)->req_cnt Number of requests currently enqueued. 

(SAQ)->encLcnt Total enqueue operations to cunrent time. 

50 (SAQ)->deq_cnt Total dequeue operations to cunrent time. 

(SAQ)->slp_cnt Total sleep operations to current time. 

{SAQ)->wak_cnt Total waken operations to cunrent time. 

55 
(SAQ)->func N/A 

(SAQ)->block N/A 

(SAQ)->pid Process Identification; clock server process 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Queue Header for Software Active Queue (SAQ) 88 
Note: SAQ 88 Header is not an RCT 40 Header 

of EXP 16. 

(SAQ)->cur_pri Priority of queue frame (IRB) most recently dequeued. 

(SAQ)->lm N/A 

(SAQ)->brk-add N/A 

(SAQ)->trinname N/A 

(SAQ)->logname N/A 

(SAQ)->display N/A 

(SAQ)->filename N/A 

Table 3 

Queue Header 90 for Dislc/Diskette 

rRr!T^->nflffrir rnh nrinritv N/A 

(RCT\->nfidcir rnh fwrt Q4. PnintAr tn npyf nii^ii^ plpm^nt nr tn hparlpr if nti^iiA ic ^mntv I Ulllld IKJ IICAl VfUCUO ClCIIIdll Ut UJ IlCCIUd II ^UCUO 19 ClilfilLy* 

rRCTV>aaddr mcl ctr N/A 

^RCTV>aaddr cxt ctr N/A 

(RCT)->qaddrJsem.sid Semaphore to lock queue structure white referencing queue structure to access 
(IRB) or to write or delete (IRB); used to sleep/wake on when element added to 
queue 

(RCT)->qaddr.isem.pid Server process identification (SKP) 66 of disk/diskette). 

{RCT)->qaddr.fdes File descriptor. 

(RCT)->qaddr.active__servers TRUE if corresponding server (SKP) 66) is active. 

(RCT)->qaddr.status N/A 

(RCT)->qaddr.usr_sld N/A 

(RCT)->qaddr.req_cnt Number of requests currently enqueued. 

{RCT)->qaddr. enq_cnt Total enqueue operations to current time. 

{RCT)->qaddr.deq_cnt Total dequeue operations to current time. 

(RCT) ->qaddr.slp_cnt Total sleep operations to current time. 

(RCT)->qaddr.wak_cnt Total waken operations to cunent time. 

(RCT) ->qaddr.func Pointer to function (SKP) 66). 

(RCT)->qaddr.block Shared memory address of strucure (Task. (TCB), (lORB)). 

(RCT)->qaddr.pid N/A 

(RCT)->qaddr.cur_j)ri Priority of queue frame (IRB) most recently dequeued. 

(RCT)->qaddr.lm Logical resource number (resource identifier) of emulated device. 

(RCT)->qaddr.brk-add N/A 

(RCT)->qaddr.trmname N/A 

(RCT)->qaddrJogname N/A 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Queue Header 90 for Disk/Diskette 

(RCT)->qaddr.display N/A 

(RCT)->qaddr.filename File name of emulated device to be mounted. 

Table 4 

Queue Header 90 for XTD/TTY Device 

xtd->rqh.priorlty N/A 

xtd->rqh.fwd Pointer to next queue element or to header If queue is empty. 

xtd->mcl_ctr N/A 

xtd->cxt_ctr N/A 

xtd->isem.sld Semaphore to lock queue structure while referencing queue structure. 

xtd->isem.pid N/A 

xtd->fdes File descriptor Ibr xtd socket. 

xtd->active_servers TRUE if con-esponding server (SKP) 66) is active. 

xtd->status N/A 

xtd->usr_sld N/A 

xtd->req_cnt N/A 

xtd->enq_cnt Total enqueue operations to current time. 

xtd->deq_cnt Total dequeue operations to current time. 

xtd->slp_cnt N/A 

xtd->wak_cnt N/A 

xtd->func Pointer to function (xtdjo). 

xtd->block N/A 

xtd->pld Process identification of the xtdJo process. 

xtd->curj3ri Priority of queue frame (IRB) most recentiy dequeued. 

)ctd->lrn 126 N/A 

xtd->brk-add N/A 

xtd->trmname N/A 

xtd->logname N/A 

xtd->display N/A 

xtd->fllename N/A 

50 
D. Shared Memory, Memory Management and Memory Protection (Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8) 

[0103] As described above with reference to Figs. 2 and 3, the First System 10 tasks and programs executing on 
Second System 54, Second System 54's native processes and mechanisms and the Second System 54 mechanisms 

55 emulating First System 10 mechanisms share and cooperatively use Second System 54's memory space in Second 
System Memory 58b. As a consequence, it is necessary for Second System 54, the First System 10 tasks and pro- 
grams executing on Second System 54, and the emulation mechanisms to share memory use, management and pro- 
tection functions in a manner tiiat is compatible witii both Second System 54's normal memory operations and with First 
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System 10's emulated memory operations. The emulation of First System 10 memory operations in Second System 54 
In turn requires emulation of First System 10's memory management unit, that is, First System 10's hardware and soft- 
ware elements involved in memory space allocation, virtual to physical address translation and memory protection, in 
Second System 54. As described below, this emulation is Implemented through use of Second System 52's native 

5 memory management unit to avoid tiie performance penalties incured through a complete software emulation of First 
System 10's memory management unit. 
[0104] As is well known, most systems operate upon the basis of virtual addresses and perform virtual to physical 
addresses translations relative to a predetermined base address, that is, by adding a virtual address as an offset 
address to the base address to determine the conresponding address in physical address space of the system. While 

10 First System 10 and Second System 52 may both use such addressing schemes, the actual addressing mechanisms 
of the two system may differ substantially, as may the memory protection schemes. 

1. First System 10 Native IMemory IMechanisms (Figs. 5 and 6) 

15 [0105] The native memory mechanisms of First System 10 implement a ring type protection system wherein Exec- 
utive Program Tasks (EXP Tasks) 28 and Tasks 30 normally operate with two types of memory area respectively des- 
ignated as a system memory area and user memory areas. The system areas are used for system level operations, 
such as the execution of executive level programs and the storage of the related data structures, while each user task 
executes operations and stores data associated with the execution of the task in a user memory area. 

20 [0106] Each task is assigned to a given ring and tiie access permissions of a given task to information contained in 
a given memory space are determined by the respective assigned rings of the task and the ownership of the memory 
space, that is, whether the memory space is in the system memory area or in the user task memory area or areas. For 
example, system executive level tasks and operations, such as operating system functions executed by an EXP Task 
28 are executed in ring 0 while Tasks 30 executing user operations are executed in higher order rings, such as rings 1, 

25 2 and 3. As such, an EXP Task 28 executing in ring 0 will have read and write access privileges to data residing in the 
system memory area and read and write access privileges to user task data residing in the user task areas. User Tasks 
30 will have read and write access privileges to user task data residing in the user task areas but will have only read 
access privilege, at most, to data residing in the system area. 

30 2. IMapping of First System 10 System Memory Area (SYSMEIM) 110 and Independent-IMemory Pool (IPOOL) 112 
Areas into Second System 54 IMemory Space (Fig. 5) 

[0107] As will be described in further detail below and as illustrated in Fig. 5, First System 10 memory space as 
implemented in Second System 54 Is organized as two types of regions, respectively indicated in Fig. 5 as the System 

35 Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 area and the Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 areas, which are accessed by two 
classes of tasks, that is, the executive level, or operating system tasks and the user tasks. The access privileges of each 
dass of task, as determined through tiie task ring numbers and memory area ownership, depends upon the class of 
tiie task and the ownership of the memory area being accessed, with executive tasks having read and write privileges 
to both the Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 areas and the System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 area and the 

40 user tasks having read and write privileges to tiie Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 areas and read only privi- 
leges to the System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 area. The mapping of task access privileges onto First System 10's 
memory space as implemented in Second System 54's memory space is therefore a two dimension process wherein 
one dimension is represented by tiie type of memory area, that is, whether a given memory area is System Memory 
Area (SYSMEM) 110 to an Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112, and the other dimension is represented by the 

45   class of the task, that is, whether a given task is an executive task or a user task. 
[0108] As also described. Second System 54 in the described implementation of the invention is a AIX based sys- 
teni, wherein AIX is the International Business Machines Corporation version of the UNIX operating system and 
wherein memory space is organized as AIX type memory segments. It is necessary to map the memory access func- 
tions performed by First System 10's memory mechanisms onto Second System 54's memory space to accomplish the 

50   emulation of First System 10 on Second System 54 so that the First System 10 programs and tasks executing on Sec- 
ond System 54 may execute as if they were executing in the native First System 10 environment. 
[0109]     As illustrated in Fig. 6, each First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 is comprised of a Most Significant Bits 
field (MSB) 128 and an Address field (ADDR) 130 wherein Most Sigificant Bits field (MSB) 128 contains a bit field 
whose value identifies whether the address is directed to an executive memory area, that is, a system memory area, or 

55 to a user task memory area. For example, the Most Sigificant Bits field (MSB) 128 may contain the value 0000 (0) when 
the request is directed to tiie system memory area and tiie value 0001 (1) when the request is directed to a user task 
memory area. 
[0110]    The mapping of First System 10's memory management functions onto Second System 54's memory space 
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and management functions Is a two dimensional representation of First System 10's memory access functions is illus- 
trated in Fig. 7 wherein the horizontal axis represents the class of the tasks requesting memory access, that is, execu- 
tive task or user task, and the vertical axis represents the type of memory area, that is, the System Memory Area 
(SYSMEM) 110 area or an Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 area. Each square represented in the two by two 

5 array of Fig. 6 thereby represents a combination, in First System 10, of a memory area and a class of task having 
access privileges to that area. The upper left square represents the combination of executive tasks with System Mem- 
ory Area (SYSMEM) 110, the upper right square represents the combination of user tasks with System Memory Area 
(SYSMEM) 110, the lower left square represents the combination of executive tasks with Independent-Memory Pools 
(IPOOLs) 112 and the lower right square represents the combination of user tasks with Independent-Memory Pdols 

10   (IPOOLs) 112. 
[0111] The entries within each square of the two by two an^y represent, first, the number of the Second System 
segment to which the corresponding combination of First System memory area and class of task is mapped and, sec- 
ond, the access privileges of each combination of a class of First System 10 task and the corresponding First System 
10 memory area. Thus it may be seen that the upper left square represents Second System 54 memory segment 3 and 

IS that First System 10 executive tasks have read and write privileges to segment 3 while the upper right square repre- 
sents Second System 54 memory segment 4 and that First System 10 user tasks have read only privileges to segment 
4. Second System 54 memory segments 3 and 4 thereby correspond to First System 10's System Memory Area (SYS- 
MEM) 110 area but organized as two segments distinguished by the respective access privileges of First System 10's 
executive tasks and user tasks.wherein executive tasks have both read and write privileges to segment 3 while user 

20   tasks have only read privileges to segment 4. 
[0112] In a like manner. Second System 54's memory segments 5 and 6 correspond to Independent-Memory Pools 
(IPOOLs) 112 and the First System 10 executive tasks and user tasks both have read and write access to these seg- 
ments, just as First System 10 executive tasks and user tasks both have read and write access to Independent-Memory 
Pools (IPOOLs) 112. It should be noted that while segments 3 and 4 are distinguished by the respective access privi- 

25 leges of First System 10 executive and user tasks, segments 5 and 6 are not so distinguished because both the exec- 
utive tasks and the user tasks have both read and write privileges to both segments, just as to Independent-Memory 
Pools (IPOOLs) 112. The mapping of Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 into two segments, that is, segments 
5 and 6, is performed, however, to preserve symmetry with the mapping of System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 into 
segments 3 and 4, thereby simplifying the mapping of First System 10's memory access and management functions 

30   into Second System 54 as described below. 
[0113] As represented in Fig. 5. System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 and Independent-Memory Ptools (IPOOLs) 
112, indicated by the dashed line enclosures, are implemented in Second System 54*s Hardware Element-Memory 
(HE-MEM) 58b in Segments 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Hardware Element-Memory (HE-MEM) 58b wherein there is, for each 
instance of an FSP 80 in Second System 54, a single instance of System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 implemented 

35   as a matching pair of memory areas in Segments 3 and 4 and a plurality of Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112, 
each implemented as a matching pair of memory areas In Segments 5 and 6 wherein each Independent-Memory Pool 
(IPOOL) 112 con^sponds to a task actively executing in the instance of First System Process (FSP) 80. 
[0114]     As indicated in Fig. 5, the pair of memory areas comprising System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110 in Seg- 
ments 3 and 4 is comprised of a System Memory Area Segment 3 (SMAS3) 132 "attached" from a System Memory 

40 Area Base Address 3 (SYSMEMBA3) 134 and a System Memory Area Segment 4 (SMAS4) 136 "attached" from a Sys- 
tem Memory Area Base Address 4 (System Memory Area Base Address 4 (SYSMEMBA4)) 138. In a like manner, the 
pair of memory areas comprising each Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 is comprised of an Independent-Mem- 
ory Pool Area Segment 5 (IPOOLS5) 140 area "attached" from an Independent-Memory Pool Base Address 5 
(IP00LBA5) 142 and an Independent-Memory Pool Area Segment 6 (IP00LS6) 144 area "attached" from an Inde- 

45 pendent-Memory Pool Base Address 6 (IPOOLBA6) 146. While System Memory Area Base Address 3 (SYSMEMBA3) 
134 and System Memory Area Base Address 4 (SYSMEMBA4) 138 are the same for all tasks executing within an FSP 
80. Independent-Memory Pool Base Address 5 (IP00LBA5) 142 and Independent-Memory Pool Base Address 6 
(IP00LBA6) 146 are different for each task actively executing in the FSP 80. 
[0115] In con'espondence with the memory protection scheme of First System 10, System Memory Area Segment 

50 4 (SMAS4) 136 is attached from System Memory Area Base Address 4 (SYSMEMBA4) 138 with read only privilege 
while System Memory Area Segment 3 (SMAS3) 132 is attached from System Memory Area Base Address 3 
(SYSMEMBA3)4 134 with read and write privileges. In a like manner, each Independent-Memory Pool Area Segment 
5 (IP00LS5) 140 is attached from Independent-Memory Pool Base Address 5 (IPOOLBA5) 142 with read and write 
privileges and each Independent-Memory Pool Area Segment 6 (IP00LS6) 144 is attached from Independent-Memory 

55   Pool Base Address 6 (IP00LBA6) 146 with read and write privileges. 
[0116] It must be noted that Second System 54 memory space, as organized under the AIX operating system, is 
actually structured into 16 segments, of which certain segments are reserved, for example, to contain the AIX operating 
system and system functions. More than four segments, that Is, more segments than segments 3,4,5 and 6, are avail- 
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able for use by user processes executing Second System 54, however, and the mapping of First System 10 memory 
areas onto Second System 54 memory space may make use of these additional, available segments by a second map- 
ping process performed by Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74. 

5    3. Emulation of First System 10 IVIemory Operations (Fig. 8) 

[0117] Refening to Fig. 8, and to Figs. 2, 3, 5 and 6, therein is illustrated the mechanisms implemented on Second 
System 54 to emulate the memory access, protection and management mechanisms of First System 10. It must be rec- 
ognized in the following that the emulation of First System 10 memory operations on Second System 54 Involves two 

10 differerent address conversion operations, one being the coversion of First System Virtual Address (FSVAs) 126 done 
by INTERPRETER 72 and the second being the conversion of First System Virtual Addresses (FSVAs) 126 done by 
Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74. Each of these conversions is accomplished through translation and through map- 
ping of First System 10 system and user memory adreas into Second System 54 segments. The following will first 
describe the address translation operation performed by INTERPRETER 72. and then will describe the address trans- 

15   lation operation performed by Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74. 
[0118] First considering the process of INTERPRETER 72 address translation, as has been described above, each 
First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 is comprised of a Most Significant Bits field (MSB) 128 and an Address field 
(ADDR) 130 wherein wherein Most Sigtficant Bits field (MSB) 128 contains a bit field whose value identifies whether the 
address is directed to an executive memory area, that is. System Memory Area (SYSMEM) 110, or to an Independent- 

20 Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112. For example, the Most Sigificant Bits field (MSB) 128 may contain the value 0000 (0) when 
the request is directed to the System Memory (SYSMEM) 110 area and the value 0001 (1) when the request is directed 
to an Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 area. 
[0119] As indicated in Fig. 8, the First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 of a request which includes a memory 
access is provided to Address Translation (ADDRXLT) 98. Address Translation (ADDRXLT) 98 includes a Word To Byte 

25 Shifter (WBS) 148 which performs an initial translation of the First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 from the First 
System 10 format, in which addresses are on a per word basis, to a Second System 54 virtual address, in which 
addresses are on a per byte basis. This translation is performed by a left shift of the First System Virtual Address 
(FSVA) 126 and, in the translation and as indicated in Fig. 7, the value in the Most Sigificant Bits field (MSB) 128 field 
of the First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 is transformed from 0000 (0) or 0001 (1) to 0000 (0) or 0010 (2). respec- 

30 tively. 
[0120] Having performed the translation of a First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126 into a per byte address. 
Address Translation (ADDRXLT) 98's Ring Adder (RNGA) 150 will read a System Status Register (SSR) 152 which, 
among other information, contains a Ring Number (RNG) 154 which contains a value indicating the First System 10 ring 
in which the task is executing, that is, a value of 0, 1, 2 or 3. As described. Ring 0 is reverved for system operations 

' 35 while Rings 1, 2 and 3 are used for user tasks. If the task is executing in Ring 0, that is, in system space, Ring Adder 
(RNGA) 150 will add 3 to the value (0 or 2) contained in Most Significant Bits field (MSB) 128 of the shifted First System 
Virtual Address (FSVA) 126. If the task is not executing in Ring 0, that is, is executing in Rings 1.2 or 3, and thus in user 
task space, Ring Adder (RNGA) 150 will add 4 to the value (0 or 2) contained in Most Significant Bits field (MSB) 128 
of the shifted First System Virtual Address (FSVA) 126. The final result will be a byte oriented First System Virtual 

40 Address (FSVA) 126 having a Most Significant Bits field (MSB) 128 which contains a value of 3, 4, 5 or 6, thereby indi- 
cating the Second System 54 memory space segment in which the address ties and an Address (ADDR) field 130 iden- 
tifying a location within the segment. 
[0121] Next considering the process of INTERPRETER 72 mapping of First System 10 system and user task mem- 
ory areas into Second System 54 memory segments, it has been described that First System 10 operating system 

45 tasks and functions execute in a region referred to herein as System Memory (SYSMEM) 110 while user tasks execute 
in regions refen-ed to herein as Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 and that these memory regions are mapped 
into Second System 54 memory segments. INTERPRETER 72 segment mapping is performed when there is a change 
of the Task Control Blocks (TCBs) 32 whose code is being interpreted. A Task Control Block (TCB) 32 contains a Seg- 
ment Descriptor Pointer (SDP) 154 to a Segment Descriptor Table (SDT) 156 associated with the task. Each Segment 

50 Descriptor Table (SDT) 156 in turn contains a Memory Pool An*ay Pointer (MPAP) 158 which in turn points to an Inde- 
pendent Memory Pool Identifier (MPID) 160 in a Memory Pool An^y (MPA) 162. When the Independent Memory Pool 
Identifier (MPID) 160 of a new Task Control Block (TCB) 32 differs from the previous Independent Memory Pool identi- 
fier (MPID) 160, the previous segments 5 and 6 are detached from INTERPRETER 72 and the new Independent Mem- 
ory Pool Area is attached as segments 5 and 6. 

55 [0122] The INTERPRETER 72 translation process always generates adddresses in segments 5 and 6 for user task 
addresses, but because of dynamic detaching and attaching of Independent Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 the same 
addresses will refer to different Independent Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112. The mapping of system memory areas 
remains the same, however, when switching from Task Control Block (TCB) 32 to Task Control Block (TCB) 32. so that 
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the INTERPRETER 72 generated addresses in segments 3 and 4 always refer to the same locations. The address con- 
version done by Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74 differs from the address conversion done by INTERPRETER 72 in 
that it maps all the system memory address into segment 3 whereas user task addresses, depending on the Independ- 
ent Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 involved, could be mapped In any of segments 4 onwards. 

5 [0123] Refening again to Fig. 8, therein is represented a Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 wherein each 
Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 is a part of a Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 and is associated with a cor- 
responding Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 as described with reference to Figs. 3 and 4. One of the Pseudo 
Device Driver Queues (PSDQs) 86 and its associated addressing structures and mechanisms is shown in partial detail 
for purposes of the following discussions. Further details of the structure and operations of Pseudo Device Drivers 

10 (PSDDs) 74 and Pseudo Device Driver Queues (PSDQs) 86 may be found in reference to the discussions regarding 
Figs. 3 and 4. 
[0124] As has been described, each Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 is associated with a con^sponding 
Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 which executes the requests in the Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 
and any Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 may contain requests from a plurality of tasks, each task in turn is 

15   associated with an executes In an Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 which is mapped into the Second System 
54 memory segments by address translator (ADDRXLP) 96 which includes a Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set 
(SPDLS) X which is associated with the Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 166 associated with the Pseudo Device 
Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86, Task Control Block (TCB) 32, Segment Descriptor Table 156 and Memory Pool Array 162. 
[0125]     As described previously, each Pseudo Device Driver Queue (PSDQ) 86 contains QFs 94 which in turn con- 

20 tain the Indirect Request Blocks (IRBs 36) and Input/Output Request Blocks (lORBs) 38 passed from the First System 
tasks. Each Indirect Request Block IRB 36 or Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38 in turn contains a Task Control 
Block Pointer (TCBP) 164 which points to the Task Control block (TCB) 32 associated with the task that generated the 
Indirect Request Block IRB 36 or Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38. 
[0126] As described, the Task Control Block (TCB) 32 in turn contains a Segment Descriptor Pointer (SDP) 154 to 

25 a Segment Descriptor Table (SDT) 156 associated with the task. Each Segment Descriptor Table (SDT) 156 in turn con- 
tains a Memory Pool An^ay Pointer (MPAP) 158 which in turn points to an Independent-Memory Pool Identification entry 
(IPOOLID) 160 stored in the Memory Pool Array (MPA) 1162. Each Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74 maintains a 
Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 where the Independent Memory Pool Indentication (IPOOLID) 160 is 
stored if cun^ently attached by the Pseudo Device Driver (PSDD) 74. 

30 [0127] In addition to the Independent Memory Pool Indentication (IPOOLID) 160, the Server Pool Descriptor Linked 
Set (SPDLS) 166 also contains the Second System 54 Segment Address (SA) 168 where the Independent Memory 
Pool (IPOOL) 112 is attached. Unlike the Instance of INTERPRETER 72, this Segment Address (SA) 168 may be any- 
where from segment 4 onwards. , 

' 35   4. Management of Memory Space 

[0128] As described above, in the present Implementation of the emulation in Second System 54 each Second Sys- 
tem Kernel Process (SKP) 66 of a Pseudo Device Driver 74 may have associated with it a plurality of Independent- 
Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112, wherein the number of Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 associated with a Sec- 

40 ond System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 will be determined by the number of tasks for which the Second System Kernel 
Process (SKP) 66 has a request in its associated Pseudo Device Queue (PSDQ) 86. 
[0129] As such, it is necessary to manage the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 associated with 
each Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 to dynamically assign or reassign segments as required by the tasks 
having requests in the Pseudo Device Drivers (PSDDs) 74. For example, a Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66 

45 may be passed a request from a task whose Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112 is not among the set of Independ- 
ent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 contained in the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 associated with the 
Second System Kernel Process (SKP) 66, so that it is necessary to add the unattached Independent-Memory Pool 
(IPOOL) 112 conresponding to the task to the Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 con^esponding to the Pseudo 
Device Driver (PSDD) 74. In addition, it may be necessary to delete, or detach, one or more least recently used Inde- 

50   pendent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 from the Independent-Memory Pools (IPOOLs) 112 of the Server Pool Descrip- 
tor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 in order to be able to attach a new Independent-Memory Pool (IPOOL) 112. 
[0130]     As indicated in Fig. 8. each Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 is managed by a Linked Set 
Manager (LSM) 168. A Pseudo Device Driver (PSDQ) 86 receiving a request for a memory access will pass the identi- 
fier of its task to Linked Set Manager (LSM) 168. Linked Set Manager (LSM) 168 will determine whether a Independent- 

55 Memory Pool Identifier entry (IPOOLID) 160 con-esponding to the task is in the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set 
(SPDLS) 166 and, if it is, will reorder the linked set so that the Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entry (IPOOLID) 160 
is at the head of the linked set by reordering the links connecting the Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entries 
(IPOOLIDs) 160. In the manner well known in the art. If the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 does not 
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contain an Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entry (IPOOLID) 160 con-esponding to the task, Linked Set Manager 
(LSM) 168 will determine whether the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166 contains the maximum allowable 
number of Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entries (IPOOLIDs) 160 and. if the Server Pool Descriptor Linked Set 
(SPDLS) 160 does contain the maximum number of Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entries (IPOOLIDs) 160. will 

5 delete one or more least recently used Independent-Memory Pool Identifier entries (IPOOLID) 160 from the Server Pool 
Descriptor Linked Set (SPDLS) 166. Linked Set Manager (LSM) 168 will then construct a new Independent-Memory 
Pool Identifier entry (IPOOLID) 160 corresponding to the task and will enter the new Emulator System Independent- 
Memory Pool Identifier entry (IPOOLID) 160 at the head of the linked set 

10   5. Summary of Memory Operations (Fig. 8) 

[0131] It may be seen from the above descriptions, therefore, that, for any first system virtual address generated by 
a First System 10 task executing on Second System 54. INTERPRETER 72 will translate the First System 10 virtual 
address into a byte oriented virtual address containing a virtual address location within a segment and identifying a 

15 Segment 3, 4, 5 or 6 containing the location. The INTERPRETER 72 mapping of segments via ADDRXLT98 will in turn 
map each segment identified by an address translation Into an Independent Memory Pool Identification (IPOOLID) 160 
for the cun-ent task. The Segment/Independent Memory Pool mapping mechanism (i.e., ADDRXLP96) of the Pseudo 
Device Driver (PSDD) 74 executing the task request associated with the First System 10 virtual address will map the 
segment identified by the address translation mechanism to a cun^nt Independent Memory Poo\ (IPOOL) 112 location 

20 in System 54's memory by providing the base address corresponding to the Independent Memory Pool Identification 
(IPOOLID) 160. 

E. Emulation of Disk Drives 

25 [0132] As described, one of the types of First System 10 input/output operations emulated by the Pseudo Device 
Drivers (PSDDs) 74 of the present invention is the emulation of First System 10 disk input/output operations. It has been 
described that First System 10 performs disk input/output operations in response to a request from a task by creating 
an Indirect Request Block (IRB) 36 and Input/Output Request Block (lORB) 38 and a lower level task to execute the 
input/output operation wherein the lower level task controls a disk Driver 44 to execute the operation, using information 

30   read from a resource control table describing the disk drive to control the operation. 
[0133] The information contained in the resource control table, and the specific operations executed by the Driver 
44 In executing the request, are determined by the type of disk drive involved in the operation. In the instance of an intel- 
ligent disk drive, for example, a SCSI type drive, the resource control table essentially contains only information identi- 
fying the type of drive. The capacity of the drive is read from the drive itself and no further information is required 

35 because the drive itself contains the "intelligence" to perform the majority of operations necessary to read from or write 
to the drive. In the Instance of an older or less "intelligenr drive, however, the resource control table must identify not 
only the type and capacity of the drive, but must provide information sufficient for the Driver 42 to perform detailed con- 
trol of the drive. 
[0134] The emulation mechanisms of the present invention thereby allow First System 10 to use virtually any type 

40 of input/output device so long as it is of a type suitable for requested input/output operation, and in particular any type 
of disk drive. That is, a task need only issue a request for a disk input/output operation wherein the request identifies 
only the disk unit to be read from or written to and the Infbmnation to be read or written. Thereafter, the coTesponding 
Driver 44 will read the information describing the characteristics of the disk drive that is necessary to execute the oper- 
ation from the con-esponding resource control table and will read the "capacity" of the "drive" from the second system 

45 process emulating the drive and will execute the requested operation. The requesting task need not be aware of, or con- 
strained by, the specific type of disk drive to which the operation was performed. 
[0135] It is apparent fi-om the above descriptions of the present invention for emulating a First System 10 on a Sec- 
ond System 54 that, because of the level at which the boundary between First System 10 operations and Second Sys- 
tem 54 operations is drawn, the tasks executing "in" First System 10 are not aware of the detailed operation of the 

50 Second System 52 processes executed in perfonning disk input/output requests. As such, the present invention pro- 
vides essentially complete freedom in the manner in which Second System 52 actually performs all input/output oper* 
ations, including disk Input/output operations. 
[0136] According to the present invention, therefore, and because the emulation mechanisms of the present inven- 
tion allow First System 10 to use virtually any type of disk drive, all disk drives for First System 10 tasks executing on 

55 Second System 52 in emulation of First System 10 are defined In the resource control tables of Emulator Executive 
Level (EEXL) 64 to be Intelligent drives, such as SCSI drives. As such, the only Infomnation required fi-om the resource 
control tables to perform an input/output operation is the identification of drive type, as a SCSI drive, and the "drive 
capacity" provided by the second system process emulating the disk drive. The Second System Kernel Processes 
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(SKPs) 66 actually performing the emulated input/output operations are free to perform any operation that will result in 
a transfer of the requested data to or from the requesting First System 10 task executing in First System Process (FSP) 
80. 
[0137] In addition, and because the emulated drive is transparent to the requesting task, that is, the First System 

5 10 tasks are not aware of the actual characteristics of the disk drive emulated by the corresponding Pseudo Device 
Driver (PSDD) 74, the emulated disk drive defined by the corresponding resource control table may be of any capacity 
and is not constrained by the characteristics of the actual Second System 54 hardware device used to perform the oper- 
ation even of the "native" First System disk drives. 
[0138] Refening now to the Second System 54 processes emulating disk input/output operations, the Second Sys- 

10 tern Kernel Processes (SKPs) 66 performing disk input/output operations are implemented as standard UNIX type file 
input/output processes, as are well known in the art, and the "capacity" of the "drive" as provided by the file input/output 
processes emulating a disk drive are, in ^ct, the capacity of the file to which the file input/output operation is performed. 
As a result, the actual Second System 54 operations performed in emulating First System 10 disk input/output opera- 
tions are completely under the control of Second System 54. As a consequence, Second System 54 may use any of its 

15 native hardware devices to actually perform the emulated disk input/output operations without constraint from the tasks 
of First System 10. For example, Second System 54 may use any of its native disk drives for the operations, and need 
not use a disk drive at all but may use any other device capable of providing the desired result, such as a non-SCSI 
drive. 
[0139] It should be noted witii regard to the above that, in the "native" First System 10 environment, the information 

20 contained in a disk drive is contained in a "volume" wherein a "volume" can contain one or a plurality of files. In the emu- 
lation of disk drives on Second System 54, however, a First System 10 "volume" is treated as and is a Second System 
54 file, in accordance with Second System 54's emulation of disk operations as file input/output operations. 
[0140] In addition, it is known that SCSI type disk drives are conventionally fixed devices, that is. cannot be 
"mounted" to or "dismounted" from a system and a conventional SCSI drive is therefore essentially a fixed system 

25 resource. According to the present invention, however, the disk drives emulated by Second System 54 are presented 
to the tasks of First System 10 as SCSI drives but in fact are actually Second System 54 files, although the First System 
10 tasks "see" the emulated disk input/output only as SCSI drives. As files are "mountable" units, the Second System 
54 files and file input/output operations used to emulate of First System 10 disk drives thereby appear to First System 
10 to be "mountable" disk drives, thereby effectively providing mountable "SCSI" disk drives. 

30 
F. Appendices 

[0141] The structure and operation of the present invention is further described by reference to the following Appen- 
dices which contain program listings for Memory Queue Interface (MQI) 84 and Escape/Call Mechanism (EscapeC) 

35 100, Pseudo Network Layer (PNL) 76a residing and executing in First System Executive Level (FEXL) 16 as a native 
First System 10 program module and Pseudo Network Driver (PND) 76b, INTERPRETER 72 and the address/segment 
translation and mapping functions. 
[0142] All rights, including copyrights, in the subject matter in the Appendices are vested in and the property of Bull 
HN Information Systems Incorporated of Billerica, Massachusetts, the assignee of the present patent application and 

40 any ensuing patent or patents and Bull HN Information Systems Incorporated retains and reserves all rights in the 
Appendices. Bull HN Information Systems Incorporated, however, grants permission to reproduce the materials in the 
Appendices for the purposes of prosecution of and issuance of or reproduction of the present patent application and 
any ensuing patent or patents and for study as necessary for the understanding and teaching of tiie present invention, 
but for no other purposes. 

45 
Claims 

1. An emulator for emulating a first data processing (DP) system (10) on a second data processing (DP) system (54); 
the first DP system (10) Including: 

50 
a user level (12); 
an executive level (16); 

-   an input/output (1/0) level (18); and 
a hardware platform (20); wherein 

55        '    the user level (12) includes at least one user program (22) and at least one executive program (24) for manag- 
ing operations of the first DP system (10); 
the executive level (16) includes at least one user task (30) performing user level program operations and at 
least one executive task (28) performing executive program operations, the user and executive tasks (30, 28) 
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generating requests for first system I/O operations; 
- the I/O level (18) includes a plurality of I/O tasks (46); each I/O task (46) con-esponding to a first system I/O 

device (26c). performing I/O operations in response to the t/O requests, and controlling the conresponding first 
system I/O devices (26c); and 

5        >   the hardware platform (20) includes a plurality of first system I/O devices (26c) and a first system memory 
(26b); 
said emulator which is executing on the second DP system (54) 
is characterized by: 

- a second system user level process (80) executing in a user level (62) of the second DP system (54), said sec- 
10 ond system user level process (80) including 

(i) the first system user level program (22), 
(ii) the first system executive program (24), and 
(ill) the first system user and executive tasks (30,28); 

15 
an emulator level (68) being Interposed between the second system user level process (80) and a kernel level 
(64), 
a plurality of pseudo device drivers (74) included in said emulator level (68), 

- a plurality of kernel processes (66), each one con-esponding to a pseudo device driver (74), being included in 
20 said kernel level (64); and 

a second system hardware platform (56) including a plurality of second system I/O devices (58c), each one 
corresponding to a kernel process (66); wherein 
each combination of a pseudo device driver (74), a con-esponding kernel process (66) and a con-esponding 
second system I/O device (58c) execute in a second system emulation process (82) and emulate the opera- 

25 tions of a corresponding first system I/O task (46) and conresponding I/O device (26c). 

2. The emulator of claim 1, wherein the plurality of pseudo device drivers (74) are further characterized by: 

a plurality of pseudo device queues (86) each one con-esponding to a pseudo device driver (74); 
30       -a return queue (88); and 

- a pseudo device queue manager (84); 
each pseudo device queue (86) including a device queue frame (94/86) for each I/O request directed to the 
corresponding first system I/O device (26c) wherein each kernel process (66) is responsive to a request stored 
in a device queue frame (94/86) for reading the I/O request from said frame and controlling the conresponding 

35 - second system I/O device (58c) in executing the I/O request; 
the return queue (88) including a return queue frame (94/88) for each I/O request executed by a kernel process 
(66) wherein each kernel process (66) is responsive to the completion of the execution of an I/O request for 
writing a request result into a return queue frame (94/88); and 
the pseudo device queue manager (84) being responsive to each I/O request generated by a task (46) for writ- 

40 ing the I/O request into the pseudo device queue (86) con-esponding to the first system I/O device (26c) that 
the I/O request is directed to, and responsive to each return queue frame (94/88) for providing the request 
result to the task (46) which generated the con-esponding I/O request. 

3. The emulator of claim 2 wherein each I/O request generated by a task (46) is associated with an I/O instruction and 
45        wherein the pseudo device queue manager is further characterized by an instruction monitor (100) for detecting 

first system I/O instructions and generating an I/O instruction output indication upon the occurrence of an I/O 
instruction wherein the said indication is provided for writing the associated I/O request into the pseudo device 
queue (86) conresponding to the first system I/O device (26c) to which the I/O request is directed. 

50 4. The emulator of claim 2 or 3 wherein the pseudo device queue manager is further characterized by a queue read 
mechanism (84) responsive to the writing of a return queue frame (94/88) into the retum queue (88) for reading the 
request result from the return queue frame (94/88) and providing the request result to the task (46) that generated 
the corresponding t/O request. 

55 5. The emulator of claim 4 wherein each pseudo device queue (86) is further characterized by a queue header (90) 
which includes a semaphore (102) settable by the queue manager (84) when writing a queue frame (94/86) to the 
pseudo device queue (86) by the queue manager (84), wherein 
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each kernel process (66) is responsive to the setting of the semaphore (102) in the queue header (90) of the 
corresponding queue frame (94/86) from the pseudo device queue (86) and for setting the semaphore (102) 
when reading a queue frame (94/86) from the pseudo device queue (86). and wherein 
the queue manager (84) and the kemel process (66) corresponding to a pseudo device queue (86) Is respon- 

5 sive to the semaphore (102) of the queue header (90) to inhibit writing a queue frame (94/86) into the pseudo 
device queue (86) and reading a queue frame (94/86) from the pseudo device queue (86) when a queue frame 
(94/86) is being written to and read firom the pseudo device queue (86). 

6. A method for emulating a first data processing (DP) system (10) on a second data processing (DP) system (54); 
10       the first DP system (10) including: 

a user level (12); 
- an executive level (16); 
- an input/output (I/O) level (18); and 

15       -   a hardware platform (20); wherein 
the user level (12) includes at least one user program (22) and at least one executive program (24) for manag- 
ing operations of the first DP system (10); 

- the executive level (16) includes at least one user task (30) performing user level program operations and at 
least one executive task (28) performing executive program operations, the user and executive tasks (30, 28) 

20 generating requests for first system I/O operations; 
- the I/O level (18) includes a plurality of I/O tasks (46); each I/O task (46) corresponding to a first system I/O 

device (26c) and performing I/O operations in response to the I/O requests and each first system I/O device 
(26c) performing I/O operations in response to the con-esponding I/O task (46); and 
the hardware platform (20) includes a plurality of first system I/O devices (26c) and a first system memory 

25 (26b); 
characterized by: 
executing a second system user level process (80) in a user level (62) of the second DP system (54) wherein 
an emulator level (68) is interposed between a second system user level process (80) and a kernel level (64) 
with a plurality of pseudo device drivers (74) being included in said emulator level (68), 

30       -   including into said second system user level process (80): 

(i) the first system user level program (22), 
(ii) the first system executive program (24), and 
(ill) the first system user and executive tasks (30. 28); 

35 
- establishing a correspondence between said pseudo device drivers (74) and the first system I/O devices (26c); 

executing a plurality of kernel processes (66) on the kemel level (64), each kemel process (66) con^esponding 
to a pseudo device driver (74); 
providing a plurality of second system I/O devices (58c) each one con-esponding to a kernel process (66); 

40       "   executing each combination of a pseudo device driver (74), a corresponding kemel process (66) and a con^e- 
sponding second system I/O device (58c) which is executing in a second system emulation process (82); and 
In each second system emulation process (82), emulating the operations of a corresponding first system I/O 
task (46) and a con-esponding I/O device (26c). 

45   7.  The method of claim 6 wherein the step of constructing a plurality of pseudo device drivers (74) is further charac- 
terized by: 

- constructing a plurality of pseudo device queues (86) each one corresponding to a pseudo device driver (74); 
constructing a return queue (88); and 

50        -   constructing a pseudo device queue manager (84); 
each pseudo device queue (88) including a device queue frame (94/86) for each 1/0 request directed to the 
corresponding first system I/O device (26c) wherein each kernel process (66) is responsive to a request stored 
in a device queue frame (94/86) for reading the I/O request from said frame and controlling the con-esponding 
second system I/O device (58c) in executing the 1/0 request; 

55 - the return queue (88) including a return queue frame (94/88) for each I/O request executed by a kernel process 
(66) wherein each kernel process (66) is responsive to the completion of the execution of an I/O request for 
writing a request result into a return queue frame (94/88); and 
the pseudo device queue manager (84) being responsive (i) to each I/O request generated by a task (46) for 
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writing the I/O request Into the pseudo device queue (86) corresponding to the first system I/O device (26c) that 
the I/O request is directed to. and (ii) to each return queue frame (94/88) for providing the request result to the 
task (46) which generated the con^esponding I/O request. 

5    8.  The method of claim 7 wherein each I/O request generated by a task (46) is associated with an I/O instruction, and 
wherein writing I/O requests into the pseudo device queues (86) is characterized by the further steps of: 

detecting first system I/O instructions: 
-   generating an I/O instruction output indication upon the occurrence of an I/O instruction: and 

10        -    responsive to an I/O instruction indication, writing the associated I/O request into the pseudo device queue (86) 
con-esponding to the first system I/O device (28c) to which the I/O request is directed. 

9.  The method of claim 7 wherein the step of reading a request result from the return queue (88) is characterized by 
the further steps as follows: 

IS 
responsive to the writing of a return queue frame (94/88) into the return queue (88). reading the request result 
from the return queue frame (94/88), and 
providing the request result to the task (46) that generated the con-esponding I/O request. 

20 PatentansprQche 

1.  Emulator zum Emulieren eines ersten Datenverarbeitung-(DP)-Systems (10) auf einem zweiten Datenverarbei- 
tung-(DP)-System (54), wobei das erste DP-System (10) beinhaltet: 

25       -   eine Benutzerebene (12); 
eine AusfQhrungsebene (16): 
eine Eingabe/Ausgabe-(l/0)-Ebene (18): und 
eine Hardware-Plattfbrm (20), wobei 
die Benutzerebene (12) zumindest ein Benutzerprogramm (22) und zumindest ein Ausfuhrungsprogramm (24) 

30 zum Venwalten von Operationen des ersten DP-Systems (10) beinhaltet; 
-   die AusfOhrungsebene (16) zumindest einen Benutzer-Task (30), welcher Benutzerebene-Programmoperatio- 

nen durchfuhrt, und zumindest einen Ausfuhrungs-Task (28) beinhaltet, der Ausfuhrungsprogrammoperatio- 
nen durchfuhrt, wobei die Benutzer- und Ausfuhrungs-Tasks (30, 28) Aufforderungen fur erste System-l/0- 
Operationen erzeugen; 

35 - die l/O-Ebene (18) eine Mehrzahl von l/O-Tasks (46) beinhaltet, wobei jeder l/O-Task (46) einer ersten System- 
l/O-Vomchtung (26c) entspricht, l/O-Operationen in Antwort auf die l/O-Auffbrderungen durchfuhrt und die ent- 
sprechenden ersten System-I/O-Vorrichtungen (26c) steuert; und 
die Hardware-Plattfbrm (20) eine Mehrzahl erster System-I/O-Vonichtungen (26c) und einen ersten System- 
speicher (26b) beinhaltet; 

40 wobei der Emulator, der auf dem zweiten DP-System (54) ausfuhrt, 
gekennzelchnet is! durch: 
einen zweiten System-Benutzerebene-ProzeH (80), der in einer Benutzerebene (62) des zweiten DP-Systems 
(54) ausfOhrt, wobei der zweite System-Benutzerebene-Prozed (80) beinhaltet: 

45 (i) das erste System-Benutzerebene-Programm (22), 
(ii) das erste System-Ausfuhrungsprogramm (24), und 
(iii) die ersten System-Benutzer- und Ausfuhrungs-Tasks (30, 28); 

eine Emulatorebene (68). gesetzt zwischen den zweiten System-Benutzerebene-Prozefi (80) und eine Kern- 
50 ebene (64), eine Mehrzahl von Pseudovonrichtung-Treibern (74), die In der Emulatorebene (68) beinhaltet 

sind, 
eine Mehrzahl von Kernprozessen (66), wobei jeder einzelne einem Pseudovonichtung-Treiber (74) entspricht. 
beinhaltet in der Kemebene (64); und 
eine zweite Systemhardware-Plattfbrm (65), die eine Mehrzahl zweiter System-I/O-Vorrichtungen (58c) 

55 beinhaltet, wobei jede einzelne einem KemprozeH (66) entspricht; wobei 
jede Kombination eines Pseudovorrichtung-Treibers (74), eines entsprechenden Kernprozesses (66) und einer 
entsprechenden zweiten System-I/O-Vomchtung (58c) in einem zweiten System-Emulationsprozeli (82) aus- 
fOhren und die Operationen eines entsprechenden ersten System-I/O-Tasks (46) und eine entsprechende I/O- 
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Vonichtung (26c) emulieren. 

2. Emulator nach Anspaich 1. wobei die Mehrzahl von Pseudovorrichtung-Treibem (74) des weiteren gekennzeichnet 
sind durch: 

5 
eine Mehrzahl von Pseudovonichtung-Warteschlangen (86), wobel jede einzelne einem Pseudovonichtung- 
Treiber (74) entspricht; 

- eine Wiederholung-Warteschlange (88); und 
einen Pseudovonichtung-Warteschlange-Manager (84); 

10 - wobel jede Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86) eInen Vorrlchtung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/86) fur 
jede l/O-Aufforderung, die an die entsprechende erste System-I/O-Vorrlchtung (26c) gerlchtet 1st, beinhaltet, 
wobel jeder Kernprozefl (66) auf eine Aufforderung, gespeichert In elnem Vonichtung-Warteschlange-Rahmen 
(94/86), ansprechend ist, zum Lesen der l/O-Aufforderung von dem Rahmen und zum Steuern der entspre- 
chenden zweite System-I/O-Vonichtung (58c). beim AusfOhren der l/O-Auffbrderung; 

15 - die Wiederholung-Warteschlange (88) einen WIederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) fur jede l/O-Auf- 
forderung beinhaltet, ausgefuhrt durch einen KemprozeB (66), wobei jeder KernprozeB (66) auf die Vervoll- 
standlgung der Ausfuhrung etner l/O-Auffordemng zum Schreiben eines Auffbrderungsergebnisses in einen 
Wiederhoiung-Warteschiange-Rahmen (94/88) ansprechend ist; und 

- der Pseudovonichtung-Warteschlange-Manager (84) auf jede l/O-Auflbrderung ansprechend ist. erzeugt 
20 durch einen Task (46) zum Schreiben der l/O-Aufforderung In die Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86), ent- 

sprechend der ersten System-I/O-Vomchtung (26c), an die die l/O-Aufforderung gerichtet ist. und auf jeden 
WIederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) ansprechend Ist, zum Liefem des Auffbrderungsergebnisses 
an den Task (46), der die entsprechende l/O-Auffbrderung erzeugt hat. 

25 3. Emulator nach Anspruch 2. wobel jede l/O-Auffbrderung. erzeugt durch einen Task (46). mit einem l/O-Befehl 
assoziiert ist. und wobel der Pseudovorrichtung-Warteschlange-Manager des weiteren durch einen Befehlsmonltor 
(100) gekennzeichnet ist, zum Detektleren erster System-I/O-Befehle und zum Erzeugen einer l/O-Befehlsaus- 
gabe-Anzeige, auf das Auftreten eines l/O-Befehls hin, wobel die Anzeige vorgesehen ist zum Schreiben der asso- 
zilerten l/O-Aufforderung In die Pseudovonichtung-Warteschlange (86). entsprechend der ersten System-I/O- 

30       Vorrichtung (26c). an die die l/O-Aufforderung gerichtet ist. 

4. Emulator nach /Vnspmch 2 Oder 3, wobei der Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange-Manager des weiteren durch 
einen Warteschlange-Lesemechanlsmus (84) gekennzeichnet ist, ansprechend auf das Schreiben eines Wieder- 
holung-Warteschlange-Rahmens (94/88) In die Wiederholung-Warteschlange (88), zum Lesen des AufPorderungs- 

35 ergebnisses von dem Wiederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) und zum Llefern des 
Aufforderungsergebnisses an den Task (46). der die entsprechende l/O-Auffbrderung erzeugt hat. 

5. Emulator nach Anspruch 4, wobel jede Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86) des weiteren gekennzeichnet ist 
durch einen Warteschlange-Header (90), der ein Semaphor (102) beinhaltet. setzbar durch den Warteschlange- 

40 Manager (84), wenn ein Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/86) zu der Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86) durch den 
Warteschlange-Manager (84) geschrieben wird, wobel 

- jeder KernprozeB (66) auf das Setzen des Semaphors (102) In den Warteschlange-Header (90) des entspre- 
chenden Warteschlange-Rahmens (94/86) von der Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86) und zum Setzen 

45 des Semaphors (102) ansprechend Ist, wenn ein Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/86) von der Pseudovomchtung- 
Warteschlange (86) gelesen wird, und wobel 

- der Warteschlange-Manager (84) und der Kemprozefi (66) entsprechend einer Pseudovorrichtung-Warte- 
schlange (86) zu dem Semaphor (102) des Warteschlange-Headers (90) ansprechend ist, um ein Schreiben 
eines Warteschlange-Rahmens (94/86) In die Pseudovorrichtung-Warteschlange (86) und Lesen eines Warte- 

50 schlange-Rahmens (94/86) von der Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange (86) zu verhindem. wenn ein Warte- 
schlange-Rahmen (94/86) in die Pseudovorrlchtung-Warteschlange (86) geschrieben wurde und davon 
gelesen wurde. 

6. Verfehren zum Emulieren eines ersten Datenverarbeltung-(DP)-Systems (10) auf einem zweiten Datenverarbel- 
55        tung-(DP)-System (54), wobei das erste DP-System (10) beinhaltet: 

eine Benutzerebene (12); . 
eine AusfUhrungsebene (16); 
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eine Etngabe/Ausgabe-(l/0)-Ebene (18); und 
etne Hardware-Plattform (20), wobei 

- die Benutzerebene (12) zumindest ein Benutzerprogramm (22) und zumindest ein AusfQhrungsprogramm (24) 
zum Verwalten von Operationen des ersten DP-Systems (10) beinhaltet; 
die AusfQhrungsebene (16) zumindest einen Benutzer-Task (30), welcher Benutzerebene-Programmoperatio- 
nen durchfuhrt, und zumindest einen Ausfuhrung-Task (28) beinhaltet, der Ausfuhmngsprogrammoperationen 
durchfUhrt, wobei die Benutzer- und AusfOhmng-Tasks (30,28) Auffbrdemngen fOr erste System-I/O-Operatio- 
nen erzeugen; 

- die I/O-Ebene (18) eine Mehrzah] von l/O-Tasks (46) beinhaltet, wobei jeder l/O-Task (46) einer ersten System- 
l/O-Vorrichtung (26c) entspricht und i/O-Operationen in Antwort auf die l/O-Auffordemngen durchfuhrt und 
jede erste System-I/O-Vonichtung (26c) l/O-Operationen in Antwort auf den entsprechenden l/O-Task (46) 
durchfuhrt; und 

- die Hardware-Plattform (20) eine Mehrzahl erster System-I/O-Vorrichtungen (26c) und einen ersten System- 
speicher (26b) beinhaltet; 
gekennzeichnet durch: 
Ausfuhren eines zweiten System-Benutzerebene-Prozesses (80) in einer Benutzerebene (62) des zweiten DP- 
Systems (54), wobei eine Emulatorebene (68) zwischen einen zweiten System-Benutzerebene-ProzeB (80) 
und eine Kernebene (64) mit einer Mehrzahl von Pseudovomchtung-Treibern (74) gesetzt 1st, die in der Emu- 
latorebene (68) beinhaltet sind, 
Beinhalten in dem zweiten System-Benutzerebene-Prozefl (80): 

(i) das erste System-Benutzerebene-Programm (22), 
(ii) das erste System-Ausfuhrungsprogramm (24), und 
(ill) die ersten System-Benutzer- und AusfOhrung-Tasks (30,28); 

- Einrichten einer Korrespondenz zwischen den Pseudovdrrichtung-Treibern (74) und den ersten System-I/O- 
Vorrichtungen (26c); 

- Ausfuhren einer Mehrzahl von Kernprozessen (66) auf der Kernebene (64), wobei jeder KernprozeB (66) 
einem Pseudovorrichtung-Treiber (74) entspricht; 

- Vorsehen einer Mehrzahl von zweiten System-I/O-Vomchtungen (58c). wobei jede einzelne einem KernprozeR 
(66) entspricht; 
Ausfuhren jeder Kombination eines Pseudovorrichtung-Treibers (74), eines entsprechenden Kernprozesses 
(66) und einer entsprechenden zweiten System-I/O-Vorrichtung (58c), welche in einem zweiten System-Emu- 
lationsprozefl (82) ausfuhrend ist; und 

- in-jedem zweiten System-Emulationsprozeli (82) Emulleren der Operationen eines entsprechenden ersten 
System-I/O-Tasks (46) und einer entsprechenden l/O-Vorrlchtung (26c). 

Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Schritt des Bildens einer Mehrzahl von Pseudovorrichtung-Treibern (74) des 
weiteren gekennzeichnet ist durch: 

- Bilden einer Mehrzahl von Pseudovorrichtung-Warteschlangen (86), wobei jede einzelne einem Pseudovor- 
richtung-Treiber (74) entspricht; 
Bilden einer Wiederholung-Warteschlange (88); und 
Bilden eines Pseudovonrichtung-Warteschlange-Managers (84); wobei 

- jede Pseudovorrichtung-Warteschlange (88) einen Von-ichtung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/86) fur jede 1/0- 
Aufforderung beinhaltet, gerichtet an die entsprechende erste System-I/O-Vorrichtung (26c). wobei jeder Kem- 
prozefi (66) auf eine Auffbrderung ansprechend ist, gespeichert in einem Vorrichtung-Warteschlange-Rahmen 
(94/86), zum Lesen der l/O-Aufforderung von dem Rahmen und Steuern der entsprechenden zweiten System- 
i/O-Von^ichtung (58c) beim Ausfuhren der l/O-Aufforderung; wobei 

- die Wiederholung-Warteschlange (88) einen Wiederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) beinhaltet fur 
jede l/O-Aufforderung, ausgefuhrt durch einen KernprozeB (66), wobei jeder Kernprozeli (66) auf die VervoH- 
stSndigung der Ausfuhrung einer l/O-Auffordemng zum Schreiben eines Aufforderungsergebnisses in einen 
Wiederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) ansprechend ist; und wobei 

- der Pseudovomchtung-Warteschlange-Manager (84) ansprechend ist auf (I) jede l/O-Aufforderung, erzeugt 
durch einen Task (46) zum Schreiben der l/O-Aufforderung in die Pseudovon-ichtung-Warteschlange (86), ent- 
sprechend der ersten System-l/O-Vonichtung (26c), an die die l/O-Aufforderung gerichtet ist, und auf (ii) jeden 
Wiederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmen (94/88) zum Liefern des Aufforderungsergebnisses an den Task (46). 
der die entsprechende l/O-Aufforderung erzeugt hat. 
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8. Verfiahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei jede l/O-Aufforderung. erzeugt durch einen Task (46), mit einem l/O-Befehl 
assoziiert ist und wobei ein Schreiben von l/O-Aufforderungen in die Pseudovomchtung*Warteschlangen (86) 
gekennzeichnet ist durch die welteren Schritte: 

5 -    Detektleren erster System-I/O-Befehle; 
Erzeugen einer l/O-Befehlsausgabe-Anzeige auf das Auftreten eines l/O-Befehls hin; und 
Ansprechend auf eine l/O-Befehlsanzeige Schreiben der assoziierten l/O-Aufforderung In die Pseudovorrich- 
tung-Warteschlange (86), entsprechend der ersten System-I/O-Vonichtung (26c), an die die l/O-Auffbrderung 
gerichtet ist. 

10 
9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7. wobei der Schritt des Lesens eines Aufforderungsergebnisses von der Wiederholung- 

Warteschlange (88) gekennzeichnet ist durch die weiteren Schritte, wie folgt: 

- Ansprechend auf das Schreiben eines Wiederholung-Warteschlange-Rahmens (94/88) in die Wiederholung- 
15 Warteschlange (88) Lesen des Aufforderungsergebnisses von dem Wiederholung-Warteschtange-Rahmen 

(94/88): und 
- Liefem des Aufforderungsergebnisses an den Task (46), der die entsprechende l/O-Auffbrderung erzeugt hat. 

Revendlcations 
20 

1. Emulateur pour 6muler un premier syst^me de traitement de donnees (DP) (10) sur un second syst^me de traite- 
ment de donn6es (DP) (54), le premier syst^me DP (10) incluant: 

un niveau d'utilisateur (12); 
25 un niveau superviseur (16); 

un niveau d*entr6e/sortie (E/S) (18); et 
une plate-forme mat6rielle (20); 
dans lequel, 
le niveau d'utilisateur (12) comprend au moins un programme d'utilisateur (22) et au moins un programme 

30 superviseur (24) pour g6rer des operations du premier syst^me DP (10); 
le niveau superviseur (16) comprend au moins une tdche d'utilisateur (30) d'ex6cution d'op^rations de pro- 
gramme de niveau d'utilisateur et au moins une tache de superviseur (28) d'ex6cution d'op6rations de pro- 
gramme superviseur, les taches d'utilisateur et de superviseur (30, 28) g6n6rant des demandes d'op6rations 
E/S de premier syst6me ; 

35 le niveau E/S (18) comprend une plurality de taches E/S (46), chaque tdche E/S (46) conrespondant d un dls- 
positif E/S de premier syst§me (26c), executant des operations E/S en r^ponse aux demandes E/S, et com- 
mandant les dispositifs E/S de premier syst6me (26c) con^espondants ; et 
la plate-forme mat6rielle (20) comprend une pluralite de dispositifs E/S de premier syst^me (26c) et une 
memoire de premier systeme (26b); 

40 ledit emulateur qui est en fonctionnement sur le second systeme DP (54) etant caracterise par: 
un traitement de niveau d'utilisateur de second systeme (80) d'execution e un niveau d'utilisateur (62) du 
second systeme DP (54). ledit traitement de niveau d'utilisateur de second systeme (80) incluant: 

(i) le programme de niveau d'utilisateur de premier systeme (22), 
45 (ii) le programme superviseur de premier systeme (24), et 

(iii) les tdches d'utilisateur et de superviseur de premier systeme (30,28); 

un niveau d'6mulateur (68) etant interpose entre le traitement de niveau d'utilisateur de second systeme (80) 
et un niveau de noyau (64), 

50 une pluralite de moyens de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74) Indus dans ledit niveau d'emulateur (68). 
une pluralite de traitements de noyau (66), chacun con-espondant e un moyen de commande de pseudo-dis- 
positif (74). etant inclus dans ledit niveau de noyau (64); et 
une plate-forme materietle de second systeme (56) incluant une pluralite de dispositifs E/S de second systeme 
{58c), chacun con-espondant e un traitement de noyau (66); 

55 dans lequel chaque combinaison d'un moyen de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74), d'un traitement de 
noyau (66) correspondant et d'un dispositif E/S de second systeme (58c) correspondant fbnctionne dans un 
traitement d'emulation de second systeme (82) et emule les operations d'une tdche E/S de premier systeme 
(46) coHBspondante et d'un dispositif E/S (26c) con^spondant. 
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2. Emulateur selon la revendication 1«dans lequet la plurality de moyens de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74) est 
caract6rls6e en outre par: 

une plurality de files d'attente de pseudo-disposltifs (86) dont chacune correspond d un moyen de commande 
5 de pseudo-dispositif (74); 

une file d'attente de retours (88); et 
un gestionnaire de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (84); 
chaque file d'attente de pseudo-dlspositifs (86) tnduant une trame de file d'attente de disposltifs (94/86) pour 
chaque demande E/S adress6e au disposittf E/S de premier syst^me (26c) correspondant ou chaque traite- 

10 ment de noyau (66) r6agit d une demande stock§e dans une trame de file d'attente de dtspositifs (94/86) pour 
lire la demande E/S dans ladite trame et commander le dispositif E/S de second systeme (58c) correspondant 
pour rex§cution de la demande E/S ; 
la file d'attente de retours (88) incluant une trame de file d'attente de retours (94/88) pour chaque demande 
E/S ex6cut6e par un traitement de noyau (66) oO chaque traitement de noyau (66) r6agit d Tachdvement de 

IS I'execution d'une demande E/S pour 6crire un r^sultat de demande dans une trame de file d'attente de retours 
(94/86); et 
le gestionnaire de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (84) reagissant d chaque demande E/S g6n6r6e par une 
tSche (46) pour 6crire la demande E/S dans la file d'attente de pseudo-disposltifs (86) con^espondant au dis- 
positif E/S de premier systeme (26c) auquel la demande E/S est adress6e, et r^agissant d chaque trame de 

20 file d'attente de retours (94/88) pour fournir le r6sultat de la demande d la tdche (46) qui a g6n6r6 la demande 
E/S conrespondante. 

3. Emulateur selon la revendication 2, dans lequel chaque demande E/S g^n^r^e par une tache (46) est associ^e a 
une instnjction E/S et dans lequel le gestionnaire de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs est en outre caract6ns6 

25 par un moniteur d'instructions (100) pour ddtecter des instructions E/S de premier systeme et g^n^rer une indica- 
tion de sortie d'instruction E/S d Tapparition d'une instruction E/S oCi ladite indication est fburnie pour 6crire la 
demande E/S associ^e dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) correspondant au dispositif E/S de premier 
systdme (26c) auquel la demande E/S est adress6e. 

30 4. Emulateur selon la revendication 2 ou 3. dans lequel le gestionnaire de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositife est en 
outre caract^ris^ par un m^canisme de lecture de file d'attente (84) r^agissant d I'^criture d'une trame de file 
d'attente de retours (94/88) dans la file d'attente de retours (88) pour lire le r6sultat de la demande dans la trame 
de file d'attente de retours (94/88) et fournir le resultat de la demande d la t§che (46) qui a gener6 la demande E/S 
conrespondante. 

.35 
5. Emulateur selon la revendication 4, dans lequel chaque file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) est en outre carac- 

t6ris6e par un en-tete de file d'attente (90) qui inclut un semaphore (102) pouvant etre etabli par le gestionnaire de 
files d'attente (84) pendant une ecriture d'une trame de file d'attente (94/88) dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispo- 
sitifs (86) par le gestionnaire de files d'attente (84)» dans lequel: 

40 
chaque traitement de noyau (66) r^agit d l'6tablissement du semaphore (102) dans I'en-tdte de file d'attente 
(90) de la trame de file d'attente (94/86) conrespondante provenant de la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs 
(86) et pour §tablir le semaphore (102) pendant une lecture d'une trame de file d'attente (94/86) dans la file 
d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86), 

45 et dans lequel le gestionnaire de files d'attente (84) et le traitement de noyau (86) correspondant d une file 
d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) reagissent au s6maphore (102) de I'en-tfite de file d'attente (90) pour inter- 
dire r^criture d'une trame de file d'attente (94/86) dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) et la lecture 
d'une trame de file d'attente (94/86) dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) quand une trame de file 
d'attente (94/86) est en train d'dtre 6crite et lue dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86). 

50 
6. Proc6d6 pour ^muler un premier systeme de traitement de donn^es (DP) (10) sur un second systeme de traite- 

ment de donnees (DP) (54), le premier syst§me DP (10) incluant: 

un niveau d'utilisateur (12); 
55 un niveau superviseur (16); 

un niveau d'entree/sprtie (E/S) (18); et 
une plate-forme mat6rielle (20); 
dans lequel, 
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le niveau d'utilisateur (12) comprend au moins un programme d'utilisateur (22) et au moins un programme 
superviseur (24) pour g6rer des operations du premier syst6me DP (10); 
le niveau superviseur (16) comprend au moins une tdche d'utilisateur (30) d'ex6cution d'op6rations de pro- 
gramme de niveau d'utilisateur et au moins une tdche de superviseur (28) d'ex6cution d'opSrations de pro- 
gramme superviseur, les taches d'utilisateur et de superviseur (30, 28) g6n6rant des demandes d'operations 
E/S de premier syst6me ; 
le niveau E/S (18) comprend une plurality de tSches E/S (46), chaque t§che E/S (46) correspondent a un dis- 
positif E/S de premier syst^me (26c) et executant des operations E/S en r^ponse aux demandes E/S et cha- 
que dispositif E/S de premier syst^me (26c) executant des operations E/S en r^ponse d la tdche E/S (46) 
correspondante; et 
la plate-forme materielle (20) comprend une plurality de dispositifs E/S de premier systeme (26c) et une 
memoire de premier systeme (26b); 
caracterise par: 
I'execution d'un traitement de niveau d'utilisateur de second systeme (80) dans un niveau d'utilisateur (62) du 
second systeme DP (54) ou un niveau d'^mulateur (68) est interpose entre un traitement de niveau d"utilisa- 
teur de second syst§me (80) et un niveau de noyau (64), une plurality de moyens de commande de pseudo- 
dispositif (74) gtant Indus dans ledit niveau d'emulateur (68). 
rinclusion dans ledit traitement de niveau d'utilisateur de second systeme (80): 

(i) du programme de niveau d'utilisateur de premier systdme (22), 
(ii) du programme superviseur de premier systeme (24), et 
(lii) des tSches d'utilisateur et de superviseur de premier systeme (30. 28); 

retablissement d'une conrespondance entre lesdits moyens de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74) et les dis- 
positif E/S de premier systeme (26c); 
I'execution d'une pluralite de traitements de noyau (66) sur le niveau de noyau (64), chaque traitement de 
noyau (66) con^espondant e un moyen de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74); 
la fburniture d'une pluralite de dispositifs E/S de second systeme (58c) dont chacun correspond e un traitement 
de noyau (66); 
I'execution de chaque combinaison d'un moyen de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74), d'un traitement de 
noyau (66) correspondent et d'un dispositif E/S de second systeme (58c) con^espondant qui est en train d'exe- 
cuter un traitement d'6mulation de second systeme (82); et 
dans chaque traitement d'emulation de second systeme (82), remulation des operations d'une tache E/S de 
premier systeme (46) correspondante et d'un dispositif E/S (26c) correspondent. 

Precede selon la revendication 6. dans lequel I'etape de constitution d'une pluralite de moyens de commande de 
pseudo-dispositif (74) est en outre caracterisee par: 

la constitution d'une pluralite de files d'attente de pseudo-disposltifs (86) dont chacune con^espond e un moyen 
de commande de pseudo-dispositif (74); 
la constitution d'une file d'attente de retours (88); et 
la constitution d'un gestlonnalre de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositlfs (84); 
chaque file d'attente de pseudo-dispositif (88) incluant une trame de file d'attente de dispositifs (94/86) pour 
chaque demande E/S adressee au dispositif E/S de premier systeme (26c) correspondant, ou chaque traite- 
ment de noyau (66) r6agit e une demande stockee dans une trame de file d'attente de dispositifs (94/86) pour 
lire la demande E/S dans ladite trame et commander le dispositif E/S de second systeme (58c) con^espondant 
pour I'execution de la demande E/S ; 
la file d'attente de retours (88) Incluant une trame de file d'attente de retours (94/88) pour chaque demande 
E/S executee par un traitement de noyau (66), ou chaque traitement de noyau (66) reagit d I'achevement de 
I'execution d'une demande E/S pour 6crire un resultat de la demande dans une trame de file d'attente de 
retours (94/88); et 
le gestionnaire de files d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (84) reagissant (i) e chaque demande E/S generee par 
une tdche (46) pour ecrire la demande E/S dans la file d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) con-espondant au 
dispositif E/S de premier systeme (26c) auquel la demande E/S est adressee, et (ii) e chaque trame de file 
d'attente de retours (94/88) pour fournir le resultat de la demande e la tdche (46) qui a genere la demande E/S 
correspondante. 

Procede selon la revendication 7, dans lequel chaque demande E/S generee par une tache (46) est assodee d une 
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instruction E/S, et dans lequel I'^criture de demandes E/S dans les files d'attente de pseudo-dispositifs (86) est 
caractdris^e par les autres stapes de: 

detection d'instructions E/S de premier systdme; 
5 g6n6ration d'une indication de sortie d'instruction E/S ^ Tapparition d'une instruction E/S ; et 

en r^ponse d une Indication d'instruction E/S. Venture de la demande E/S associ^e dans la file d'attente de 
pseudo-dispositifs (86) correspondant au dispositif E/S de premier syst^me (26c) auquel la demande E/S est 
adressee. 

10   9.  Proc6d^ selon la revendication 7, dans lequet I'dtape de lecture d'un r^sultat de demande dans la file d'attente de 
retours (88) est caract6risee par les autres etapes comme suit: 

en r^ponse d r6criture d'une frame de file d'attente de retours (94/88) dans la file d'attente de retours (88), lec- 
ture du r^sultat de la demande dans la frame de file d'attente de retours (94/88), et 

15 fourniture du r^sultat de la demande d la tache (46) qui a g6n6r6 la demande E/S con^spondante. 
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